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ABSTRACT
The asymmetry a0 in the angular distribution of electrons from 
the decay of polarized negative noons bound In atonic states has been 
measured in several pure substances: C, Mg, 0, and He; in H2O; and
in several hydrocarbons: toluene, polyethylene, paraffin, and plastic
scintillant. The angular distribution was sampled by precessing the 
muon magnetic moment and observing the time dependence of the decay 
distribution given by N(t) “ N0e~*t (1 + aDcosut).
Measurements made at the Larmor precession frequency of the muon 
spin in C and Mg gave:
a£ - -0.048 ± 0.003
and a**8 - -0.044 t  0.004. o
These results are in agreement with theoretical predictions. The re­
sult for liquid He was consistent with complete depolarisation of 
the muon spin, in disagreement with theoretical predictions, and was:
a®*- -0.003 ± 0.005.
The hydrocarbons and H2O all yielded values for Sq of approximately % 
the value measured in C. This represents the first observation of 
reduced residual polarization in these hydrocarbons. The results are 
compared with theoretical predictions based on the formation of large 
mesic molecules in the muon atonic capture process. Qualitative 
agreement is found. Several depolarizing mechanisms for muons in 
liquid He are discussed and compared to the experimental result.
A search was also made for evidence of the formation of a spin 
coupled system of an atomically bound muon and electron in the total 
angular momentum F « S e + S y a l , m p a l state. Measurements were made 
in liquid He, liquid O2 , polyethylene, toluene, and plastic scintillant. 
No asymmetry was seen, for any target, which could be attributed to the 
formation of this system.
vi
NEGATIVE MOON DEPOLARIZATION 
IN LIQUID HELIUM AND SEVERAL HYDROCARBONS
I. THEORY
A. Introduction
Th« behavior of negative noons (ti‘) in condensed natter is of 
Interest for several reasons. The spin-dependent weak interaction 
processes can be Investigated through y~ nuclear capture reactions if 
the u“ spin orientation before capture is known. The magnetic mem­
ento of p“ atomic systems might be used as probes to study basic mole­
cular structures. For this reason experiments have been performed to 
measure the residual polarisation of bound in nuonlc atoms. These 
measurements have indicated a strong dependence on molecular processas
which occur at the time of atomic capture. Measurements made in liquid 
1 2He * have shown the p~ to be completely depolarized on reaching the
ground state of the He muonic atom. The predictions made by Shnushke-
3 A
vlch and Mann and Rose for p~ stopping in targets with zero nuclear
spin were found to be correct for several metals. The straightforward
atomic cascade depolarization mechanisms in liquid He, the simplest
available spin zero nucleus, cannot account for this total depolarization.
This experiment was undertaken to lnveatlgate some possible mechanisms
which might explain this result. In this section we discuss the basic
decay process from which the p~ polarisation can be determined, and
several mechanisms which lead to depolarisation of the y* spin.
2
3In Section II and in Section III the experimental procedure is des­
cribed. The analysis procedure for the date is presented in Section 
IT, and Section V is a discussion of the results of our experiment 
as they relate to several depolarizing mechanisms.
Throughout this paper frequent reference is made to the preces­
sion of the "free" muon magnetic moment. This is defined as the con­
dition in which the is free of any magnetic influence other than 
the externally applied magnetic field. The magnetic moments of the 
n+ and p“ are assumed to have the same magnitude.
B. Muon Decay
The postulation by Lee and Yang^ that the weak interaction pro­
cesses of S decay and muon (p) decay did not conserve parity was fol­
lowed by prompt confirmation in experiments by Wu, et al.,* and by 
Garwin, et al.^ The B decay (n -*• p + e" + ve ) of oriented nuclei* and 
the muon decay process (p ± -*• 2v + e*)^ both gave a strong spatial 
asymmetry about the spin direction of the decaying particle. Lee and 
Tang proposed that the neutrinos (v )  accompanying these processes were 
representable by two component spinors. These two components are each 
characterised by a definite value for the spin projection along the 
momentum vector. This quantity, referred to as the helidty of the 
particle, is either -1 or +1, depending on whether the assignment of 
particle or antiparticle is made for a given neutrino. Measurements of
the polarisation of electrons from 8 decay and of the neutrino helidty
8 9by Goldhaber, Grodzins and Sunyar ' determined the presently accepted
4helicity assignments for the leptonic particles. Feynman and Gell- 
Mann1,0 formulated the presently accepted form of the interaction as a 
vector (V) and Axial vector (A) Interaction in which the coupling con­
stants have opposite sign (V-A). Burgy, et al.,11 measured the cor­
relation between the y » e~ and recoil protons from polarized neutron 
decay and the results were consistent with the V-A assignment. The 
leptonic portions of the wave functions Involved In the weak decay 
process are assumed to participate only through their left handed com­
ponents. He define the helidty projection operators as,
Y+ - 1/2 (1 + ly5)
and y' - 1/2 (1 - 1y5)»
where y+ -^  ^1* the right handed (left handed) projection operator, and
( 1 0 0 0\
0 1 0 0 \
0 0 - 1  0 I
0 0 0 -1 /.
The familiar consultation relations for the gamna matrices are 
given by,
Vp " “Vs
Vv " YvV
The ji~ decay interaction is described by the characteristic matrix 
eleawnt,
(xiloJxiXxJlOilxJ),
5where x* i* the left handed projection of the particle ware function,
xj - Y > w,
and 0± la the Interaction operator. The connutatlon relations result 
In the survival of only the vector - gyY^ and axial vector 0, - 
8Ay5yu toTua o { the Interaction. The predicted for* of the e“ spatial 
distribution fron y“ decay at rest is given by,
dHe - 2x2{(3-2x) - C(l-2x)cooe} ' dxdfte/4w.
Here the electron mass is neglected and x is the ratio of the electron 
energy to the naxlnun allowed energy in the decay process u” -*• e" + 
v". + v . e is the angle between the nuon spin and the electron monentun 
direction, and K le given by,
£ - <gAgJ + gygJ)/(|gA l2 + |gv |2)
- -1, for V-A, (gA - -gy).
This angular dependence can be understood simply by observing the 
relative spin orientations when the electron obtains naxlnun energy.
Two possibilities are dlagraawd below.
>v
electron emitted opposite 
»v to nuon spin direction
°r _
ve------
electron emitted along
v ■» —  muon spin direction
6The heliclty of Che e~ can now be seen to be the important factor 
leading to the asyamtry in the decay process. Since the two v's are 
eaitted parallel in the aaxlaua energy decay, their spins are anti- 
alligned and therefore the e- must carry the original spin in order 
to conserve angular aoaantua. Electrons eaitted in the direction with 
the w~ spin aust therefore have a positive heliclty or be right-handed, 
while e~ eaitted opposite to the 11" spin will be left-handed. Since 
the e~ is a particle it has a negative heliclty of -v/c. Therefore the 
e~ will be eaitted preferentially opposite to the p” spin direction.
The e“ distribution fson the decay of at rest having polarisation P 
is then given by,
dNe • 2x2{(3-2x ) + P(l-2x) • eosO}dxdQc/4v. (1)
12A review of weak interaction processes is given by Hu and Mosskowski
13and by DeBenedettl, aaong aany others.
Under experlaental conditions a detection threshhold xQ for the 
electron energy existed such that Xg 1 x t  1. In addition, the detec­
tion eleaent for e~ was of finite dlaenslons. When equation (1) is 
Integrated over all detectable eaerglea, Xg 1 x 1 1, and averaged over 
the detection solid angle the expected distribution becoaes:
N(0) - H0(l + a’ • cos?), (2)
where a' - F(xQ) * F(0#) * aQ. Bare F(Xg) is a correction due to non 
sero threshhold {F(Xg) - 1 for Xg « 0), F(0#) is the reduction due to
7finite solid angle, and aQ - P6, where 6 - -1/3 is the resnlt for 
integration froa 0 £ x £ 1, a point detector, and P - 1. N0 is the 
fraction of the v~ decay events which will be seen by the detection 
system, and ?  is the angle between the v“ polarisation direction and 
the center of the detection systea.
C. Muon Spin Precession
The interaction of the aagnetic aoaent of a v~ at rest in a static 
nagnetlc field HQ is given by the siapla Interaction Hamiltonian,
Hint " %  * "•
where w • -eh . $ ■ -rhS^.
a c
w
The energy eigenvalues are:
B* - -yhH0a.
Since the u~ spin can have only two orientations there are just
two eigenvalues:
+ —rhHjj -he
E * 1 —— ■ *
2 2
yft "ha
E" - _  . Hq  ,
2 2
where u ■ yH.o
The ties dependent wave function for a 11 of arbitrary polarisa­
tion is a sun of the eigenstates and xjj*
lut -i»t
*(t) - a • xij* + bXj,«
The expectation value for the components of the spin are then 
given by:
<0x> " + o“l*(t)>
<oy> - %i{p(t)|o+ - o“ |p(t)} 
and <az> - {*(t)|o8|p(t)}.
Here o+ and a~ are the familiar step up and step down operators 
defined as:
0+ ■ 0X + iOy,
and o“ ■ a% - iay.
When these operate on the x splnors we have:
a\  " °» 
o+XJj ■ 2xjj,
°-X% - 2X_V
®"Xjj -  o.
The result is:
9<ox> - («*b«-1-t + .bV1-t)
- 2Re(a*be“1“t)
<oy> - («*b*"lgt - abV**)
- 2Ia(a*be“*Wt) 
and <a%> ■ |a|^ - |b|^ .
0 9
Normalisation requires that |a| + |b| "1. If we represent the
4tt ificonstants as a • as and b • be where a, b, a, and 0 are real, the 
expectation values become:
<ox> ■ 2ab • cos ( B-a-tut)
<o > ■ 2ab»sAn(B-a-wt)y
2 2and <0E> ■ a - b .
It Is easily seen that these sre the components of a vector of 
unit magnitude precesslng about the t  axis with an angular frequency 
e - yH0. For the free muon y - e  - 8.506 • 10* radians/(gauss sec.).
V
The angle ¥  In equation (2) Is now tlae dependent. If the beam polari­
sation direction at t ■ 0 is such that 0 ■ 40 then we set (0-a) ■ +0 
and we have, putting the x direction along the detection axis:
cos 6 ■ cos(40 + et).
The remaining tlae dependence for the distribution results from the 
disappearance rate of the anon governed by the processes of nuclear
10
capture and nuon decay.
The tlae dependent distribution la then given by:
L .  • <*Ne(t) ■ N e"Xt{l + a' * coa(«t + ♦)}. (3)
Ad dt
Here Ad is the nuon decay rate and A Is the total disappearance rate 
A - A^ + xcapture*
D. Depolarisation of the Muon Spin
6 4Shaushkevlch and Mann and Rose dismissed the phenomena leading
to muonic atom formation and calculated the expected ji~ polarisation In
the Is atonic state. We follow the arguments of Shmushkevich. When
polarised u~ are slowed and brought to rest in matter the process can
be separated Into several stages. These include (1) the slowing of the
li" from v * c to v « ac; (2) initial capture of the ti“ into a bound
atomic level characterised by quantum numbers nQ, t Q, and jQ; and (3)
the atomic cascade of the y~ to the ground state (Is) of the target
atom.
1. Slowing to v * ac 
Ford and Mullln ^  demonstrated that the p~ undergoes very little 
depolarisation during stage 1 where the primary energy loss mechanism 
is one of Coulomb scattering and ionisation of the surrounding atoms. 
The y~ reaches an energy low enough so that no further ionisations are 
possible. Then through elastic scattering the y~ reaches thermal
11
energies. The amentia direction becoaee rendoa while the spin direc­
tion is uneltered. These energy loss aechsnisas ere doe to electric 
fields only end do not slgnifleently effect the polarlsstion.
2. Initial Capture and Cascade 
to the state n0, t0, JG
At this point the v~ will fall into a bound state of the uuonic 
atm with the simultaneous Auger ejection of one of the outer atmic 
electrons. The Initial level nt, 1^, ji is assuaed to be populated on 
a statistical basis where the probability P of forming an initial state 
of orbital angular aoaentua is, P(JLj) « 21^ + 1. The u then makes 
rapid Auger transitions to the level nQ, i0, jQ where the following 
condition holds:
a . > r t . <*)n l n I 
o o o o
Here An is the fine structure splitting of the state nQi0 and 
o o
r. , la the total width or rate out of the state for all processes. 
°olo
For He and C this occurs at a principal quantum nuaber a*, * 5, 6. The 
v~ is not considered to be depolarised during the previous transitions
3
to this level. At this point following Sfaaushkevich we write the wave 
function for the bound nuon as:
_ o o
2  •aB*C .
j0»* o»1o » J o W
12
Hare ♦no££)* th* ■«*ic wave function for angular momentum t  and prin­
cipal quantum number and x 1* the spin part of the wave function.
The total angular momentum j has the values JB - lc t  h and,
Jo*445
V o i o - ^  ■ I  ■ \ t A  ■ W  • x>
is the meslc atomic wave function with the quantum numbers nQloJ0 and 
mj ■ m + >s.> If the condition in equation (4) is met then the states
1+ ■ 1 + h and 1” • I - *5 nay be considered separately. We make useJo o Jo o ^
of the randomness of the initial angular momentum in assuming that all 
values of m are equally probably and obtain the probability P. of form-
JO
ing a state with a given value of j0«
2J0 + 1
P.  •  -------------------
2(21 + 1) o
l + l
- P.  ------ for j - i + H
Jo 210 + 1 ° (5)
lQ
and - P“ - -------for J - 10 “ **•
Jo 2i0 + 1
WO now compute the mean value <oz > for a state with a definite 
value of j and obtain:
Jm'4fi jn+Jj jn'-^
• 1__ ^ .C .C <v' |o |v>.
n i l  P. mu' InWs IrJjv lr'%v*„tjn P. o o O 1 , ,Jo rr'vv'
11
Summation over the magnetic quantum numbers yields:
2*o + 3
<o > -   for j - t  + %
“J U 0 3(21 +1) o o o o U)
21© - 1
- for J - 1 - %;
3(21© +1) ° °
and for large 1© this is approximately 1/3 for both J© and j~.
This Is seen classically by observing the following vector 
diagram:
where P^ la the projection of the spin vector onto the angular nomantum 
vector L, and Pj Is the projection of P^ back onto the original spin 
direction which is taken as the s axis. The nuon spin will process about 
the angular momentum vector L preserving the projection Pj ■ |s| cos e. 
The polarisation Is the projection Pj "■ cos 0 ■ |s| cos 0 back onto 
the original s axis, averaged ever all possible orientations of the
14
angular momentum vector L. Slnca (co»z 6) - 1/3, the reaulting 
polarization la given by |s|/3 or 1/3. Thle is the limit of equa­
tion (6) for large values of t .o
3. Atomic Cascade From n^l^o to Is State 
Once the condition given in equation (4) is met the fine structure 
splitting allows depolarising transitions to occur. To illustrate 
ntm t of the possible transitions the following level diagram is pre­
sented :
J+ - t + H
t-1
AJ-0,+1
:aj— l
(n-3)
1-1
J“ - 1 - ** 
1 1+1
< » - l )
(7)
In Anger transitions, shown by the straight arrows, the most proba­
ble transition is to lower 1 and An “ -1. For the radiative process 
the most probable transition is to the lowest possible final principal 
quantum number n or a so called "circular orbit". We deal first with 
the states having J+ * 1 + It is seen that for the most probable
15
transitions the only allowed value for AJ Is Aj ■ -1. Such e transi­
tion therefore will preserve the projection of the spin angular aoaen- 
tua and not depolarise the |i~. For transitions to the right or At ■ +1, 
however, there exists the possibility of change in the spin projection 
in going to an allowed final state (Aj ■ 0, transition). Such transi­
tions will partially depolarise the nuon. These transitions with 
A1 ■ +1 occur with low probability, less than 10Z for both Anger and 
radiative processes except for high p states and s states. For states 
with j” • i - %, however, the nost probable transitions now include 
possible transitions with Aj ■ 0. Shsmshkevlch has defined a polari­
sation paraaeter ^  which represents the polarisation which reaains 
after a given cascade path k.
" nP«0n* * V n "  Pn'"l»
where Pn*n» is the probability for a given transition of aalntainlng 
the spin projection at its initial value. Clearly in a particular pro­
duct chain the later Pn»n«t« can be dependent on what transitions have 
preceded. For the nost part it is seen, however, that those states 
with j+ » I  + % will follow paths k where 6* is approxlaately 1 since 
the aost probable transitions aaintain the spin projection, while transi­
tions fron states with j - 1 - % have low values of $" of approxlaately 0. 
We then have fron equations (5) and (6):
ln+l . (2l0+3)
—    ! - 1/6
(2l0+2)(2l0+3)
210+1 3(210+1) (210+1)2
which approaches 1/6 for large lQ.
Measuraaents were aade by Ignatenko, et al.,^'*'* of the w" resi­
dual polarisation for the substances C, Mg, Zn, Cd, Pb, S and H2O which 
gave results for aQ of approxlaately -0.03 In agreeaant with the pre­
diction (8). A result was obtained for the nuclear spin I » % target 
of P. The result was aQ • 0.025 which is explained by the auon-nudear 
spin hyperfine Interaction.
E. Further Depolarisation Mechanises
The preceding discussion of depolarisation caused by fine structure 
Interactions and Initial capture should be applicable for all atoas of 
arbitrary nuclear spin. The discussion here follows closely those 
given by H. Oberall1^ and E. Lubkln18 for systeas of total angular aoaen- 
tua F - I ± %.
1. Depolarisation Dua to Muon 
Interaction with Nuclear Spin
For a auon arriving In the I shell the probability of foralng one
of the two hyperfine states, I* - I + % or F" - I - %, can be found fron
I + n^ + 1/2 I - Bp + 1/2
such that,
17
I + 1
N+ -
■f (21 + 1)
I
N - »_(■,)
“F (21 + 1)
end lf+ + H_ ■ l. Here N+ includes *11 states with F ■ I + 1/2 and N_ 
Includes all states with F ■ I - 1/2. The polarization of the spin in 
either state is given by:
p+ " I • 21 ♦ 3 » for F - I + >s,
3 21 + 1
and P_ - 1 . 2 1 - 1  , for F - I -
The two states will therefore be characterized by two different gyro- 
magnetic ratios, hy ■ y/F:
3 21 + 1
The magnetic moments of the two states are given by:
**+ " %  ♦ “N
and - - 1 ^ u - I  + 1. n ^
r+ i/2 \ w T ~  N/
18
For nuclei with zero nuclear spin only the t+ survive» and N+ - 1 
(trivial case of no hyperflne Interaction) and we expect the final 
polarization to be the one obtained in Section I-D with
2)i
Y ■  H ■ 8.506 * 10* radians/(gauss sec.).
*
For nuclear spin I » %, the state of total angular aoaentua F » 0 is
completely depolarized. For F ■ 1, a ■ 1 the polarization P is 2/3
r +
and the net polarization is N+P+ + N_P_ - % and this state should pre-
cess with a gyronagnetic ratio of:
and P a 1/12 where we assuae that the interaction only occurs in the 
ground state.
We are interested here primarily in liquid He which is the siaplest 
zero spin nucleus available to us. The possibility that a aaonic He 
atom night recapture an e~ is unlikely because of binding energy consi­
derations. The e“ on neighboring He atoas are bound four times more
However, should this systea fora, it night be possible to observe a
■n
2. Electron Shell
strongly than an e“ bound to the proton-like (He m“)+ ion would be.
19
19
■pin coupling between the unpaired e~ spin and the p“ spin. If auch 
a syatea were to be foraed the foraallaa preaented above can be ap­
plied; by netting I ■ se ■ % and p^ ■ p# we obtain:
In He one would not expect thia syatea to fora and other explana-
ing collisions with other He atoaa which are not explained siaply aa In 
the hyperflne case.
In Insulating aateriala containing C it aight be difficult for the 
C atoa to be resupplied with electrons after the Auger ejection of 
those available in the aolecule. If a single e~ Is recaptured and is 
present on the boron-like (u~ C)^* atoa the e-p spin systea alght be 
observable.
The aaln effort of our experlaent was to search for such p-e spin- 
coupled systeas especially in liquid He. Before investigating the 
various insulating hydrocarbons for these phenoaena, residual polariza­
tion aeaaureaents were aade for p“ still essentially free froa any 
electron spin interaction with » 2p^. Should the polarisation found
and
P
tions for the aeaaured lack of residual polarization in liquid He*’ aust
be found. The foraation of auonic aolecular ions like He(p~ He)+ , sug-
20 -  gested by Hughes, aight c use disturbances in the p polarization dur-
20
for such targets be the sue as in C then a search for further de­
polarizing nechanisns would be redundant.
3. Formation of Meslc Molecular Systeas
21 22 Gershtein et al., and Ponoaarev have presented arguaents for
the foraatlon of large auonlc aolecules during the Initial capture
process. The auon is proposed to adiabatidy replace one of the valence
electrons in a aoleeular orbital in soae cases before being captured
into a separated auonlc atoa. The subsequent transitions froa these
orbitals to atoalc levels could significantly alter the initial
statistical angular aoaentua distribution on which auch of the argu-
aent in this Section was based. These arguaents will be discussed in
conjunction with the discussion of the hydrocarbon results in
Section V.
II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
A. General
The experiment was conducted at the NASA Space Radiation Effects 
Laboratory In Newport News, Virginia. Protons from the six hundred 
MeV/c synchrocyclotron were incident on an intanal "harp" target, 
consisting of approximately 100 strands of carbon monofilament stretched 
across the open end of a C-shaped frame. Fiona were produced by this 
target over the course of multiple proton traversals, enhancing the 
duty cycle to approximately two. Negative pions (»") of nominal 
momentum 200 MeV/c were extracted by the field of the cyclotron magnet 
and focussed by a single pair of quadrupole magnets adjacent to the 
cyclotron. The "muon channel" transport system was not available at 
the time of this experiment. Instead, a hole, approximately one foot 
square, was opened in the south shielding wall and a bending magnet was 
located immediately beyond the wall. Longitudinally polarized muons 
(p“), originating from the decay of w~ in flight, were bent into the 
experimental area by the bending magnet. For most of this experiment 
this magnet was tuned to select the "backward" u~ of approximately 90 
MeV/c momentum.
The p~ passed through a pair of scintillation counters, were slowed 
by a copper degrader, and brought to reat in the target material.
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Figure 1 Is a plan view of tha He experimental arrangenent. The 
cylindrically-shaped He target was the lower section of an experimen­
tal dewar, which was located in the central region of a pair of Helm­
holtz coils. The axis of the magnetic field was perpendicular to the 
bean line. This field served to precess the muon nagnetie moment 
about this axis. An array of fast scintillators (Pilot B) coupled 
to photomultiplier tubes by light pipes (DVT plexiglass) (counters 1,
2, 4 and 5 in Figure 1) signaled the arrival of the i»” at the target, 
and detected the decay e“. A detailed description of these counters 
is given in Section II-B-1. The He counter labeled 3 in Figure 1 is 
described in Section II-B-2, and in Section III.
A system of fast coincidence circuitry performed the basic logic 
operations on counter signals in order to identify stopping p~ and 
decay e~. Signatures u“ and e~ were presented to a time interval 
mater, or "Dlgltron," which digitised the time interval between the 
arrival of the p~ and the detection of its decay e". This digital time 
information was stored in the memory of a 400 channel pulse height 
analyser. The logic is described in Section II-D.
Two types of measurements were made during the experiment. Each 
type was characterised by the magnitude of the precession field employed. 
High fields (approximately 100 gauss) were used to study the precession 
of ths magnetic moment of the "free” muon, whose frequency was given by:
m e  .
Jl. ■ ___ ■ 8.506 * 10 radians/(gauss sec.).
H m e  
It
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Low fields (approximately 1.5 gauss) wara oaad In a search for evidence 
of a spin-coupled state linking a p” to an unpaired e~ In the F ■ 1 ,
1 state. Such a system would be characterised by a frequency
w *
J! ■ 8.836 * 10 radians/(gauss sec.).
H
B. Counters
1. Plastic Scintillators 
In Figure 2 the five plastic counters labeled 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are 
shown. The light pipes were bonded directly to the scintlllant at one 
end and were coupled to the glass envelope of the phototube (56 AVP) by 
a thin layer of optical grease at the other end. The light pipes and 
scintlllant assemblies were wrapped with 0.0005" aluminlxed Mylar, and 
rendered light-tight with a wrapping of black masking tape. Soft Iron 
tubes surrounded the phototubes to provide magnetic shielding.
Beam daflning counters 1 and 2 were ldentiedl 8" x 8 " x *t" scin­
tillators and were located before and after a 5" x 5" opening In a 
secondary shield wall following the bending megnet.
Target defining counter 3 in the Figure 2 configuration was 5%” x 
5%" x V .  This counter was slightly smaller than any of the C or 
hydrocarbon targets in lateral extent and tharefore defined the active 
stopping areas of those targets.
Counters 4 and 5 which served as both noon veto and electron tele­
scope counters were both 10" x 10" scintlllants. Counter 4 was >(" thick
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and employed a straight light pipe arrangement. Counter 5 was %" thick 
and the light plpa was curved to give a 30° bend so that sclntlllants 4 
and 5 could be mounted flush against each other. In practice, counter 5 
was maintained a constant distance from the center of the target while 
counter 4 was positioned as close as possible to the target. This was 
done In order to optimise the weto efficiency of 4 in the muon stop 
signature.
2. Helium Counter 
Figure 1 Is a plan view of the experimental arrangement showing the 
He counter designated as counter 3. The counter Is given a complete 
description In Section III. In order to minimize the number of p" stop­
ping In high-Z material the vacuum walls surrounding the target cylinder 
were only 0 .02 0" along the beam line and the walla of the radiation 
jacket were replaced with 0.005" Cu foil shown as dashed lines in the
Figure. Muons traversing or stopping In the He promoted scintillation
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pulses which were viewed through a sapphire window by a single photo­
tube (Amperex 56 AVP). The phototube was positioned approximately at 
the radial location of the precession coil windings in order to minimise 
the amount of magnetic shielding required by the tube.
C. Beam Selection
Muon differential range curves and decay event,("STORKS"), range 
curves were taken with the C target arrangement shown An Figure 2 and 
with a special plastic target counter Inserted Into the He target cylinder
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In Figure 1. This latter target la deacribed in Section 111. The 
thlckneaa of Cu degrader uaed during the experiment was determined 
from the maximum in the decay event curve shown in Figure 3(b). Due 
to i" decay kinematics, the p“ entering the bending magnet had a range 
of momentum of approximately 90 MeV/c ("backward directed") to 210 
MeV/c ("forward directed") for a plon of nominal 200 MeV/e central 
momentum. Figure 3(a) is a plot of bean rata vs. bending magnet cur­
rent. Selection of the "forward" m" necessarily admitted a large number 
of n~ into the experimental area. The accidental event ratea In the 
time spectra were strongly influenced by this plon flux. The acciden­
tal event rates for two C runs, one taken with "forward" ii~ (run 10) 
and the other with "backward" y~ (run 11) can be compared in Table I.
B Is the accidental rate per channel and N0 the decay event rate per 
channel at t « 0. Because of the such lower background, "backward" \t~ 
were selected for all remaining runs. Zn all runs except 22 during 
which the stainless steel dewar was In place, the background remained 
below 2Z of N0, and for the He runs was 1.8Z or less.
D. Logic and Electronics
1. Fast Timing
Figure 4 la a block diagram of both the fast and slow logic. The 
slow logic is singled out by the dashed envelope and labeled "Digltron". 
The upper portion is separated Into two parts, the "Start" and "Stop" 
legs of the (p-e) time Interval. The circuit configuration shown was
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used for the experimental arrangement shown in Figure 2, where counter 3 
is the plastic target defining counter. Pulses from the phototubes 
triggered Chronetics Model 101 discriminators and these discriminator 
outputs served as Inputs to several Chronetics Model 103 AMD/OR coinci­
dence units. YES Inputs were shaped to five nsec width and MO inputs 
to 20 nsec.
The fast coincidence (12) was designated a beam monitor and re­
corded for each run. A p~ which stopped in the target material satis­
fied the coincidence (12345), where the bar signified the anti-coincidence 
mode of operation. This signal became the START input for the time 
Interval meter or "Dlgltron". A decay e“ signature was defined by (2345) 
and this signal, delayed by 1 psee., served as the "Dlgltron" STOP 
input. This fixed delay permitted the system to accept and monitor 1 psec. 
of uncorrelated or "negative time" events. The use of plastic counter 3 
in the anti-coincidence mode in the e~ signature insured that decay e“ 
resulting from p” stopped in 3 would not contribute to the final spec­
trum. When the He counter was in place the logic was modified to in­
clude it in the signature of both the stopping u“ and the decay e~. The 
He counter in Figure 1 is labeled 3 and the e” signature became (12345) 
instead of (2345). Typical counting rates for C and He were:
Carbon Helium
(12)/sec 4.82*103/sec. 5.87*103/see
p" stop/(1 2) 
e“/p~ stop 0.090
0.410 0.260
0.025
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2. Slow Logic or "Digitron"
A detailed description of the tine interval aeter used in this
24experiment is given elsewhere; only its basic features are described 
here. The block labeled GATE and 2ND MUON in Figure 4 consisted of 
nodular Leeroy logic units. The GATE unit was opened by the y” signal 
and closed by the electron signal, its width therefore a measure of the 
(p-e) tine interval. The systen also Incorporated 2ND MOON protection, 
which prevented an event froa being recorded if another p” triggered 
the START input during the naxlnua range of analysis. The analysis 
tlae was the saae for every event and was slightly larger than 8 psec. 
The tialng gate was fed to one input of a Chronetics Model 102 coin­
cidence unit aodlfied to accept a DC signal. The second input to this 
unit was a continuous train of 50 MHz pulses froa a teaperature stabi­
lised crystal oscillator. This oscillator was stable to better than 
one part in 10^ throughout the experiment. The output of the 50 MHz 
coincidence unit was, therefore, a gated train of 50 MHz pulses repre­
senting the (p-e) tine interval in digital fora. These pulses were 
then fed to a 100 MHz scaler (RIDL Model 49-48-001) for counting and 
buffer storage. A valid event or "STORE" was registered if an e“ was 
detected within 7.8 psec. after a p~ signal, and no 2nd p“ was detected. 
The timing gate was artificially closed 7.8 psec. after the arrival of 
a p~, if an e“ signal at the STOP input had not already done so.
When the event was identified as a "STORE" the number in the 100 
MHz scaler was transferred to the address register of a 400 channel
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analyzer (TMC-Model 401) and one count was added to thla channel. At 
an oaclllator frequency of SO MHz, at uoat 8 psec. could be handled by 
the analyzer. With an artificial 7.8 psec. cloalng of the tlaing gate 
and with 1 given to negative tine events, 6.8 psec. was available for 
the longeat (p-e) Interval. Typical “STOKES" and 2ND MOON rates for 
C and He were:
Carbon Heliua
"ST0RES"/p- stop 0.040 0.020
2ND MU0NS/p~ stop 0.04S 0.045.
E. Magnetic Field
The preceaslon field was generated by a pair of Helaholtz colls of 
aean dlanerer 23", in conbinatlon with the vertical fringing field of 
the main cyclotron uagnet (typically 8G). Traneverse "X" and “T“ buck­
ing colls were eaployed to cancel the horizontal coaponents of the 
cyclotron field which were less than 4G. Theae coils were wound on 
square fraaes and adjusted for approzlaata Helaholtz spacing In order 
to optlnize unlforaity over a 6" x 6“ x 6" central volune. The various 
coil pairs are shown In place In Figures 1 end 2. The precession coils 
were water-cooled circular colls of 900 turns each. They were powered 
by a Sorensen DCK-300-8A DC power supply In the current Halted aode 
and could produce a central axis field of 100 gauss. Their spacing was 
aodlfied to give the best unlforaity for a 6“ length along the central 
axis. Under experlaental conditions the stainless steel end plate of 
the heliua target cylinder was renewed and a aagnetic field napping was
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made within the target volume. Field measurements were nade with an 
Incremental gaussmeter and Hall probe (F. W. Bell Model 240). Ini­
tially the total field within the chamber was reduced to 0.01 G, and 
then the precession field was raised to either the low field setting 
(1.5G) or the high field setting (100 G). The uniformity of the field 
over the target region was better than 0.2 G at the 100 G setting, 
except for regions within %" of the sapphlre-to-metal window seal.
This region was excluded from the primary stopping volume by collimation 
ahead of the eryostat. At the low field settings the uniformity was 
approximately ±0.05 G. To confirm the stability of the settings for 
either high or low fields the Hall probe was moved to a fixed position 
outside of the dewar or target region but within 6" of the target center. 
An adjustable feedback circuit in the gaussmeter allowed a 0.1 G change 
In the field to give a full-scale deflection on an external chart re­
corder. The field values were then continuously monitored during each 
run. Ho fluctuations were seen beyond those attributable to temperature 
drifts In the probe.
F. Target Configurations
Table II lists the dimensions and thickness for the targets used 
In the experiment. The C, HjO and hydrocarbon targets were chosen to
have approximately the same stopping power along the beam direction vary-
*
Ing from 4.4 to 6.0 g/em .
The C, polyethylene, paraffin, Pilot B scintlllant, and Mg targets 
were rectangular solids which were suspended In the beam by string.
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The liquid targets of distilled R20 sad reagent grade toluene 
were contained in thin polyethylene bags. The bags were constrained 
to rectangular shape by a thin wire aesh stretched on a fraaa of stain­
less steel wire which could also be suspended in the beau by string.
The liquid 02 target was contained in a stainless steel cylindri­
cal dewar, 10" high and 4" in inside disaster, gluing an average thlck-
2
ness of approximately 11.0 g/ca .
Figure 5 is a cross-sectional view of the Re target as viewed 
along the beaa axis. The lower portion of the He reservoir is the 6" 
right cylinder target voluae which contained an average thickness of 
He of 1.6 g/ca2 at 4.2° K.
G. Data Accuaulation
Each single run included approxiaately 4 * 10^ decay avants, in­
cluding background vith accuaulation rates froa 40 to 100 events per 
second. The data were taken in three sequences of runs. The first 
sequence included runs 10 through 19, the second included runs 22 
through 28 and the third included runs 102 through 1 2 0.
Figure 2 is a plan view of the arrangeaent used for the first se­
quence of runs. The aagnetic field was set to approxiaately 100 G and 
the targets of polyethylene (12), Pilot B (14), and distilled H20 (16) 
were run. Carbon was run several tines (10, 11, 13, IS) for calibration 
at the high field setting. The field setting was then reduced to the 
low value and the Pilot B (18) and polyethylene (19) targets were 
run.
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Sequence two began with the placement of the He counter In the 
bean as shown In Figure 1. While the dewar was still open, two calibra­
tion runs were made at high fields. The C target and the plastic 
counter 3 were temporarily Inserted Into the target cylinder of the 
dewar and data were taken with the logic shown In Figure 4 (run 22).
The second calibration Included the He counter phototube by Inserting 
the plastic array described In Section III-C (run 23). The dewar was 
then sealed and filled with liquid He. Three runs at high field set­
tings (24, 26, and 28) and two at low fields (25 and 27) were then 
taken.
The third sequence of runs were taken In the same manner as the 
first. Carbon target runs 102, 107, and 117 were interspersed with 
targets of paraffin (103 and 113), polyethylene (104), Pilot B (106 
and 109), Mg (108 and 111), toluene (110 and 115), distilled H20 
(112 and 114), and liquid 02 (118), all at high fields. The field was 
then set to Its low value and the liquid 02 target (119) and toluene 
target (1 20) were run.
The frequent C runs at high fialds served to monitor the per­
formance of the "Dlgltron" system and the relative values of the beam 
polarisation.
Before and after each sequence of runs data from uncorrelated 
events were simulated with two radioactive sources. These "random" 
runs were accumulated to insure that no non-llnearitles were present 
in the "Dlgltron" system.
III. HELIUM TARGET - COUNTER
A. Introduction
The occurence of scintillations due to the passage of charged 
particles through liquid He is a well known phenomenon. A review of
the development of liquid He as a scintillating material prior to
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1965 has been given by Birks. A report on the development of the
25
present counter has been published elsewhere. The scintillation 
property enabled liquid He to serve as both a target and a counter 
for stopped p“. In this experiment the He counter lsbeled 3 was 
Included In both the Identification of stopped p~ (12345) and decay 
e" (12345). As considerable time and effort were expended in the 
development of the He counter, we single it out for further discussion 
here.
The description of the counter Is divided into two psrts. Section 
III-B describes the cryostat assembly and its development, and Section 
III-C describes the counter operation.
B. Dewar
Figure 5 is a cross-sectional view of the Sulfrlan Corp. experi­
mental He dewar used In this experiment. The cryostat consisted of two 
main sections, (1) a 15-litre reservoir section and (2) a 6 " right
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cylindrical Cargat cup. Tba target cup vae joined to the botton of 
the reeervoir section at a 4" diaaeter neck aeal. The He reservoir 
section was surrounded by a liquid Nj radiation jacket which, with a 
denountable Cu extension, provided theraal ahieldlng for the target 
cup. The scintillation light froa the target He was viewed by the 
photonultlplier tube through a 5" diaaeter synthetic sapphire window 
aounted at one end of the target cylinder. A stainless steel plate 
was aounted at the other end.
1. Target Vacuua Seals
The original design for the neck seal and window seals incorporated 
In solder joints at all three locations. This type of arrangeaent 
proved inadequate becauae of dlfficultiea encountered in reaaking the 
seals. The three seals were aodlfied to eaploy pure In astel "0" 
rings. A special claap consisting of two split-ring collars served to 
draw the two original neck seal flanges together. Two concentric "0N 
rings foraed froa 1/16" diaaeter pure In wire (Indium Corporation of 
America) were positioned between these flanges and crushed by tighten­
ing the screws joining the two collars.
Figure 6 is an exploded view of the final window eeal configuration. 
A receiving flange was present at each end of the target cup. These 
flanges were recessed to accept the window asseablies, and were 
threaded on their outside diaaeters. Retaining rings were aachlned 
froa non-aagnetlc 316 stainless steel and threaded to aate with the 
flanges. Eight compressing screws were threaded through the front
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surface of each retaining ring and case to bear on the stainless steel 
window flange. A single "0n ring formed fron 3/32" diaaeter pure In 
wire was formed to fit between the target flange and window flange. All 
of the In rings were compressed In two or three successive steps of 
tightening. A He mass spectrometer leak detector was used to check the 
vacuum seals before, during, and after cool-down and no detectable 
leaks were found. Ultimate pressures measured at the pumping station, 
consisting of a 4" diameter CVC oil diffusion pump backed by a (Wilsh 1397) 
two-stage mechanical pump, were approximately 2 • 10”* Torr with the 
dewar warm and 2 * 10”* Torr when cold. For the purpose of extracting 
the windows, four blind holes were tapped Into the window flanges and 
matching clearance holes were cut In the retaining rings. Screws 
were threaded into these holes and nuts were brought to bear on the 
outer surface of the retaining ring permitting the windows to be with­
drawn. Finally, all exposed parts of these seals as well as the screws 
were silver plated to minimize radiation heat Input to the liquid He.
2. Filling Procedure 
A special top hat covered the 2" diameter filling neck of the 
reservoir and was fitted with several "0 " ring sealed ports of 1/8" and 
1/4” diaaeter. One of the ports accepted the liquid He transfer line 
which replenished the reservoir fron a 100-litre storage container. A 
1" diameter pumping port in the side of this top hat was coupled to a 
separate mechanical pump for evacuation of the reservoir and target in 
preparation for a cool-down. Cooling the dewar fron room to liquid He
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temperature was accomplishad gradually. Temperatures at the reservoir- 
targat nack seal, sapphire window, nitrogen jacket extension, and 
phototube were monitored by copper-constentan TC junctions. The TC 
leads were brought out through a feedthrough In the vacuum wall to a 
12-station sequential chart recorder. While filling the liquid N2 
reservoir the temperature on the phototube was monitored to insure a 
gradual cooling of the glass envelope of the tube. The reservoir and 
target section were then cooled to just above liquid N2 temperatures by 
the admission of cold H2 gas through a top hat port. The M2 was 
evacuated and the reservoir was purged with cold He gas from the 
storage dewar and again evacuated. The remaining cool-down was ac­
complished with cold He gas from the storage dewar until finally liquid 
He began to fill the target. Two 1/10 watt, 56 ohm resistors, separated 
by 1" and mounted at the lower end of a 1/8 " diameter thin walled 
stainless steel tube, served as a level probe. The resistors formed one 
side of a resistance bridge and a sharp level indication was obtained 
when the top resistor just entered or exited the liquid He.
Initial filling and cool-down fron room temperature took approxi­
mately eight hours and refilling the dewar about one hour. Boll-off 
rates during the experiment was 0.75 1/h so that approximately twelve 
hours of counter operation were permitted before refilling was required.
C. Counter Operation
The lower portion of Figure 5 includes the assemblies required for 
operation of the dewar as a counter. Figure 1 shows a top view of the
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lower section in piece during the experiaent. The scintillation light 
was initially wave-shifted by an A1 foil liner prepared in the fol-
A
lowing nanner. The foil was spray-coated with 25 ag/ca of white 
Tygon paint followed by the deposition of approxiaately 100 Mg/ca* of 
the wave shifter, p, p' diphenylstllbene (DPS). A thin transparent 
layer of DPS, approxiaately 25 wg/ca thick was also deposited on the 
inside surface of the sapphire window. A study of various coabinatlons 
of paints and thicknesses of DPS indicated that the values used here 
were near optlaun for aaxlaua light collection. A single 2" diaaeter 
phototube (Aaperex 56 A VP) viewed the scintillation light through a 
vacuua light pipe constructed froa A1 foil spray-painted with white 
Tygon paint. The phototube was separated froa the 5" diaaeter window 
by approxiaately 10" in order to position the cathode at the radial 
location of the Helaholtz coll windings. This had the effect of 
alnlaising (1) the aaount of aagnetic shielding required by the photo­
tube, and, (2) the aagnetic distortion in the target region caused by 
such shielding. The phototube was wrapped with Cu wool and supported 
by two Lucite discs in a Cu tube extending froa the liquid N2 jacket.
This served to cool the phototube to a teaperature of approxiaately 120° K 
which reduced the radiant heat input into the He target. The voltages 
and signal were carrlod by stainless steel wire to the tube base 
located outside of the cryostat. A 0.006" disaster stainless steel 
wire was electroplated with 210Po and attached to the end of a 1/8" 
diaaeter stainless rod. The rod was passed through one of the ports at
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the top of the dewar and allowed the 210po a source to be lowered Into 
the target volume through a 1/2" diaaeter opening In the top of the 
target liner. The phototube performance was monitored during the 
cooling procedure by observing Its response to a fast light pulser. A 
voltage pulse from a pulser (Haaner Model 961-D) fired the pulser bulb 
aounted at the base of the phototube, and a 1/8" diameter Ludte rod 
carried the light to the photocathode. Once the target began to fill 
with He one could probe the liquid level with the a source, since large 
changes In the scintillation pulse height occurred at the llquid-vapor 
Interface.
A calibration of the electronics used In the He experimental con­
figuration was performed In run 23 by inserting a special array of 
plastic scintlllant into the target cylinder. The array consisted of 
five regularly spaced sheets of 1/8" thick plastic scintlllant (Pilot B) 
whose edges were viewed by the phototube through the sapphire window.
The planes of the sheets were perpendicular to the beam direction and 
their total thickness along the beam axis was approximately 1.8 g/cm^. 
The signal fron the phototube was then included in both the v~ stop 
and decay e~ signatures to slmultate the logical configuration used in 
the He runs.
IV. DATA ANALYSIS
A. Introduction
Equation (3) glvii th« fom of the expected tine distribution of 
electrons froa the decay of partially polarized negative nuons at rest 
in a constant magnetic field perpendicular to their polarization 
direction.
N(t) - N0 • e’t,T • {1 + a’ • cos(u»t + ♦)} + B.
Here N0 is the amplitude in the t - 0 channel for zero asymmetry, 
t is the aean lifetime of muons against disappeamace, a' la the pre­
cession amplitude or asymmetry parameter, u is the precession frequency,
4 is the direction of the u" spin with respect to the e” detection 
system at t - 0 and B is the accidental rate for uncorrelated events. 
Figure 7 is a plot of two typical data runs. The C data clearly show 
the precession signal superimposed on the exponentially decaying spec­
trum. The He data show the presence, at early times, of stainless steel 
contamination which causes the sudden change in logarithmic slope.
In order to determine the best velue for the asymmetry parameter a', 
for each data run, a set of best values was also determined few the 
parameters NQ, t ,  u , 4, and B. This set of values was found by perform­
ing a least squares analysis procedure for each data run. The chi 
squared quantity,
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was ainlaizsd by a non-linear analysis which represented N(tj) by a 
Taylor's series expansion of N(t) to first order In the paraaeters. A 
general outline of this nultlparameter analysis procedure Is given In
2 9Appendix A. x 1* expressed In the Tables as the normalized value x*»
Xy " x^/(number of points - number of free parameters).
1. Data Presentation
Figures 8-14 are plots of Individual data runs with the background 
subtracted and the lifetime folded out. The data were represented by 
the expression,
- B) • e”* ^
y(t)  ------- - , (10)
"o
where y^ is the average over eight adjacent channels or 0.16 usee., 
and t is the tine at the center of the eight channel interval. The 
curves are the plotted values 6f the expression,
f(t) • 1 + a'*cos(ut + ♦),
where the values of a', w, and 4 were the final best fit results fron 
the analysis procedure.
2. Non-Linear Multlparameter Analysis
The number of parameters which could be successfully simultaneously 
fit, depended on the magnitude of the precession amplitude a', and on
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how well the complete set of lnltlel values for all of the paraaeters 
approximated the final best fit. This procedure required that initial 
values be assigned for all of the parameters which described the data. 
Any number of the parameters from one to six could be considered free 
by the analysis procedure. The selection of which parameters were to 
be free was governed by their interaction in the fitting procedure. It 
was not usually possible to Include the lifetime, t , as a free para­
meter simultaneously with the frequency, u. The particular form of the 
analysis for each data run will be discussed in the following sections. 
In general, four separate types of analysis were performed using the 
non-linear approach: (1) lifetime t, as a free parameter; (2) frequency
u as a free parameter; (3) phase angle 4 as a free parameter; and (4) 
both phase and frequency as free parameters.
This procedure yielded corrections which were applied to each free 
parameter. The iterative procedure was repeated until the corrections
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for all of the parameters were less than one part in 10 . Normally 
four or five iterations were sufficient to reach this convergence re­
quirement.
3. Linear Multiparameter Analysis
It is pointed out in Appendix A that the same procedure for cal­
culating the minimum chi aquared approximations could be used in both 
non-linear and linear approaches. When x, w, and 4 are not considered 
as free parameters, an approximately linear expression for N(t) can be 
written as:
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N(t) - N#s«_t/T»* + H0«"t/T + A'e"t/T.cos(«t + ♦) + B. (11)
where N8S Is the aaplitude of decay events arising froa anons stopping 
In stainless steel, tm  Is the swan llfetlae of auons in stainless steel 
and A* • a'N0.
This approach was used when possible to reduce the aaount of coa- 
puter running tiae required by the iterative procedure. In the linear 
fora the expression given for N(t) was exact and only one iteration 
was required.
4. Frequency Search Analysis
This aethod of analysis is siailar to that described in other ex-
26 27perlaents * where precession signals in auon decay were observed. The
paraswters t , 4 , and B were assigned values based on the following: t
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was taken froa the compilation presented by Eckhause et al., for the 
particular target aaterlal; 4 was assigned the value of either 0.0 or 
it depending on whether forward or backward auons were being stopped, 
and B was calculated based on the negative tiae information included in 
each data run. A range of values (0.05 to 3 MHz) for the frequency, u, 
was selected and <■> was assigned a value equal to the lower end of the 
range.
A two-paraaeter linear least squares procedure was then perforaed 
with this set of values for the parameters t , hi, 4, and B. The two
free paraaeters were and a'H ■ A'.o o
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An Increment &u was added to the assigned value for w (usually 
Am - 0.05 MHz) and the fitting procedure was repeated. The procedure 
was complete when the current value for to had reached the end of the 
previously assigned range of values. The resulting series of values 
for x2* asymmetry a' ■ A'/N0 and N0 were plotted against the correspond­
ing values for the paraaeter w. Figure 15 shows the results for the 
parameter a', plotted for a range of frequency values froa 0.05 MHz 
to 3.0 MHz, for several of the data runs. The location of the peak In 
a' corresponded to the location of a resonance dip in the plotted values 
of x2.
5. Tine Dependence of Asyaaetry
All of the procedures described above were performed for soae
selected region of data In each run. The 1 In the definition of x2 was
1
performed for values of 1 such that II 1 1 £ 12 where II and 12 were 
specified before the particular analysis procedure was begun. The region 
of analysis was defined by a data window which was (12 - II + 1) • At 
wide. With an oscillator frequency of 50 MHz, At was 20 ns per channel. 
In most of the analysis a fixed window width was selected and the start­
ing point was varied In order to observe the dependence of the results 
on early times. It was found from this procedure that the first ten 
channels exhibited some slight systematic errors and for this reason 
these were not Included In any of the reported results. In each data 
run 330 channels or 6.6 psec. 64 decay information was available for
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analysis. For most analysis procedures the data Interval Included 200 
or aore channels and the else of this interval is normally expressed 
in psec. (50 channels » 1 tisec.).
6 . Corrections to Asymmetry
In equation (3) the asymmetry parameter a' is expressed as:
a' - P • F(xo) • F(Qe) • aot
where P is the muon polarisation, F(x0) is a correction factor for 
electron energy loss in the target and telescope elements and F(0e) is
a correction factor for the finite geometry of the detection system.
Appendix B gives the development of the daculatlons for these correc­
tion factors. The correction factors for each target are given in 
Table III which is sunmarized well by:
F(fl.) * 0.85;
Qe/4w « 0.13;
F(x0) * 1.01.
7. Analysis of Random Data
Data runs with uncorrelated random start and stop Inputs to the 
time interval meter were made before and after each experimental se­
quence of runs. These "random" data runs were analyzed by a linear 
least squares fitting procedure for N0 and slope. The expected dis­
tribution was given by:
H(t) - K0 + m • t.
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Here N0 Is a constant amplitude for each channel and a la the slope In 
counts per tine interval. The value for the absolute slope, m/N0, was 
determined for each "random" data run. For all random runs the result 
was:
|m/N0| 5 3 • 10“5 per channel.
These data runs were also analysed by the frequency search procedure 
with the substitution of N(t) ■ Nq • {1 + a'cos(at + 4)) for the 
functional form of the data. The range of the frequency was (0.05 to 
3.0) MHz and 4 was varied over a range of values from 0 to i. For all
values of 4 and u the result was |a'| 1 0.001 t  0 .0 0 1. N0 was as small
as 800 and as large as 10,000 for different random data runs.
B. Carbon and Magnesium
Carbon was used as the primary calibration target during this ex­
periment. It was well suited for this purpose because the mean lifetime 
was long enough to give seven clear precession cycles at fields of 
approximately 100 gauss. Figures 8-14 each Include a plot of a C data 
run for comparison.
Magnesium was Included as a target since it was also expected to 
give a large decay asymmetry. Due to the shorter lifetime, however,
only three precession cycles were available for analysis.
1. Lifetimes
The lifetime fitting procedure was applied to all of the C runs 
and the hydrocarbons, polyethylene, Pilot B, paraffin, and toluene.
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These are grouped here since the y" are expected to fora e euonic C 
atoa in ell of the targets, and this should govern the uean lifetiae.
The lifetiae fitting for the C runs was aade difficult by the 
large precession signal present. If the asyaeetry were neglected and 
the distribution fit by an expression of the fora,
N(t) » N • e“t/T + B,
2
a large value for Xy resulted. The lifetimes used la the initial fit*
28ting procedures were therefore taken froa Eckhause, et al. Once an 
approxlaate set of values for the paraaeters a', w, and 4 were obtained, 
the expression,
N(t) - N0e”t/T{l + a’ * cos(wt + ♦)} + B, (12)
could be used to represent the data. An Iterative non-linear fitting 
procedure was then used allowing N0, t , and B to be free paraaeters.
The values for Xy for each data run fit in this aanner were then 
nearly equal to one. All of the hydrocarbon targets gave fitted values
for t which were within statistical errors of the expected lifetiae
28
given by Eckhause, et al., for C (t ■ (2.034 ± 0.004) usee.}.
Table IV gives the results for the fitted values of llfetlaes 
aeasured in this experiment. The value for C,
t - (2.027 t  0.004) usee.,
is s weighted aean of the lifetiae result for each C and hydrocarbon 
data run.
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Magnesium, because of the auch shorter lifetiae and large pre­
cession signal did not yield as reliable a value for t . The aean for 
two separate data runs was:
t ■ (1.10 t  0.04) psec.
2. Multiparaaeter Non-Linear Analysis
For all of the C calibration runs a convergent iterative proce­
dure which Included Rol a', u, 4, and B as free paraaeters was per­
formed. The data window was 5.8 psec. and the results for this proce­
dure are given in Table I. No errors are given for the parameter B due 
to the good agreement with negative time data from each run. This 
parameter is presented as a fraction of N0 to show the factor of seven 
Improvement in background when "backward" u" were stopped. The first 
entry is for run 10, taken with "forward" u~. All other runs were 
taken with "backward" p~.
The frequency la presented as u/H in order to show the good agree­
ment with:
4
Yu ■ m/H ■ 8.506 • 10 radians/(gauss sec.),
the gyromagnetlc ratio for the "free" p~. The average value for all of 
the C runs was:
w/H ■ 8.50 radians/(gauss sec.).
For the "backward" |i~ the phase 4 was expected to be 1 . The phase 
result for run 117 la attributed to the changes made in the target
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support when liquid O2 was used. For the high fields, sn error In 
phase angle of 0.17 radians was equivalent to an uncertainty of one 
channel In the location of t » 0 , and the period for the precession 
was approximately 37 channels. The results for a' do not Include cor­
rections for solid angle and electron energy loss.
3. Frequency Search-Contour Plot 
In order to Investigate the dependence of asymmetry on the value 
chosen for the phase in any fitting procedure, a series of frequency 
search procedures were performed for C run 117. A range of values 
for the phase 4 was selected, and 4 was set to the low end of the 
range. The range for the frequency was selected to be approximately 
±30Z of the previously determined frequency for this C run, and a 
frequency serach procedure was Initiated. After the complete range of 
values for frequency had been exhausted, the value for the phase 4 , was 
incremented by 0.2 radians and the procedure was repeated.
Figure 16 is a contour plot of the resulting values of the asym­
metry a' vs. phase 4 and frequency w. The dependence on frequency is 
clearly the most Important, while changes in phase as lsrge as 0.5 
radians or approximately 30° still allowed the frequency search to ilnd 
a near maximum value for a'. The x* quantity, however, showed a minimum 
value only for the selection of 4 and u consistent with the results 
yielded by the multiparameter analysis.
The stability of the beam polarisation in magnitude and direction, 
as evidenced by Table I, coupled with the weak dependence of asyametry
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a* on 4 , allowed the frequency search technique to serve as the primary 
analysis procedure for the remaining targets. Magnesium run 108 was 
analyzed by the frequency search procedure and results are shown in 
Figure 17(b).
4. Asymmetry Results
After the precession parameters u, and 4, were determined for each 
data run a final two parameter linear procedure which included H0 and 
a* only as free parameters was performed. This fitting procedure was 
identical to the procedure used in the frequency search. It was the 
only procedure which could be used for all data runs in the experiment 
and was therefore used as the standard method for determining the 
value of asymmetry to be reported. The data window was 4.0 usee, wide 
and began at t ■ 0.4 usee. This selection was made for consistency in 
comparing results. The He data, to be discussed later, contained 
significant background from u“ stops in stainless steel, and for this 
reason the first 0.4 psec. (t 3 2 * t?#) was omitted from the analysis.
The results of this procedure, corrected for solid angle and
electron energy loss are given in Table V, and were:
a0 - -0.048 1 0.003 for C
and a0 • -0.044 t  0.004 for Mg.
The values given in Table V are the weighted means of the results 
for each individual data run of the same target material.
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C. Hydrocarbon* and Hater
Figures 8 and 9 present data froa distilled ^ 0  and paraffin taken 
at high fields. Figures 10, 11, and 12 present data for Pilot B, poly­
ethylene, and toluene taken at high fields and at low fields. Each 
Figure includes a C data run for coaparison.
1. Lifetimes
The mean lifetime t used in the hydrocarbon runs was the same as 
that used in C and the analysis is described there. The result of the 
lifetime fitting procedure was:
■r • <2.027 t  0.004) psec., for hydrocarbons.
Ik A u
The H20 runs were treated in the same manner as C. The initial 
value for asymmetry a' was taken from the two-parameter linear analysis 
procedure where the values of u, and 4, were taken from the C calibra­
tion run. The result, given in Table IV, is the weighted mean of the 
lifetime results from the liquid O2 target runs as well as the H2O runs. 
The muons stopping in H2O are assumed to decay from the ground states 
of muonic oxygen atoms. The fitted lifetime for negative muons stopped 
in liquid O2 was:
t » (1.816 ± 0.008) psec.
2. High Fields
The most important feature of these targets is a uniformly low 
value of a'. All of the hydrogenous targets gave residual polarisation
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values of approximately % or lass than that found for C, when run at 
high fielda.
The frequency aearch procedure was used for the preliminary deter­
mination of the best value for the preceasion frequency In each high 
field data run. Figure 15 ahowe the results of the frequency search 
analysis procedure for Pilot B scintlllant (run 109), toluene (115), 
paraffin (113), and polyethylene (104), all at high fields. Figure 17(c) 
displays the results for ^ 0  (run 112). The peaks at w “ 1.38 MHz are 
at the expected frequency for the "free” v~ precession at fields of ap­
proximately 100 G. A C  run (107) analysed in the same way is presented 
in Figure 15(a). The general result of a ' ^  <* %a'c is clear, where 
b'hji is the asymmetry value for a hydrogen-containing compound and a'c 
is the asymmetry found in C. Bach data run gave the lowest value for 
X* at the same frequency value at which a peak In asymmetry was indicated. 
All data runs at high fields of ^0, Pilot B, toluene, polyethylene, and 
paraffin contained sufficient precession amplitude to allow a five- 
parameter non-linear fitting procedure to be used. The initial assign­
ments for the parameters N0, a' and u were taken from the results of 
the frequency search procedure. The initial value for the phase angle 4 
was determined by a C calibration run taken in the same geomettical 
arrangement. The assignment for B was estimated from the negative time 
information contained in each run. The value of the lifetime t was 
fixed at the value given in Section IV-C-1. The results for the itera­
tive fitting procedure for N0, u, 4, B, and a' for all of the high field 
hydrocarbon and H2O runs are given in Table VI.
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3. Tlae Dependence of Asymmetry - High Fields
For any analysis procedure used the data window could be varied.
In order to investigate a' and its dependence on the location of this 
window it was most convenient to keep its length fixed and change only 
the tlae at which it began. In order to look at possible tiae depen­
dence over a long range of starting tines the window was shortened to 
eighty channels or 1.6 psec. Each data run was analysed separately by 
the two-parameter linear procedure for N0 and a*. The paraaeters 
&>, 4, and B were fixed at the values obtained froa the aultlparaaeter 
non-linear fitting procedure. The starting tiae for the analysis was 
varied through a range of values froa 0.2 psec. to 5.0 psec. and the 
resulting values for a' were plotted vs. the first channel used in the 
fitting procedure. Figures 18, 19 and 20 show these results. Figure 18 
includes two C runs which were analysed in this manner to show the lack 
of any tiae dependence. The results at each value of initial channel 
for all high field runs of the same target aaterial were averaged 
before plotting. The data taken with H2O shown in Figure 18 and toluene 
and paraffin (Figure 19) show no tiae dependence beyond the statistical 
errors. Both Pilot B and polyethylene, however, seen to deaonatrate 
soae relaxation or loss of polarisation with increasing tlae. In the 
values reported here this relaxation has not been included. Soae dis­
cussion of the possible implications of such relaxation will be given 
in Section V.
All runs were analysed by the saae two-paraaater linear fit employed 
in the frequency search program in order to present the results given
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In Table V. The data window waa froa 0.4 to 4.0 ysec. The value for 4 
was obtained froa the C calibration run made during the saae sequence 
of runs, and the frequency, background and lifetiae were taken froa 
the results of the aultiparaaeter analysis procedure.
The final values for asyaaetry were weighted neans of the results 
froa all data runs of the saae target aaterial. Corrections for solid 
angle and electron energy lose were included and the valuea as given 
in Table V were:
h2o
Polyethylene 
Toluene 
Paraffin 
Pilot B
4. Low Fields
The loss of polarization, indicated by the weak precession signal 
for the "free” auon, in the hydrocarbons was investigated for three of 
the hydrocarbons. Pilot B, polyethylene and toluene, by searching for 
evidence of the fomatlon of a y-e spin-coupled system. Such a system 
would have been characterized by a frequency, u - y# (1 + m^/m^) • H.
We would expect at most a IX signal since, in general, these targets 
displayed about H of the "free” y- asymmetry of C.
If we Identify Nf as the number of muons which do not form a y-e 
hyperfine system and N^_e as the number which are so coupled, we may
a - -0.019 t  0.002 o
-0.022 ± 0.002 
-0.021 i 0.003 
-0.026 ± 0.002 
-0.016 ± 0 .0 0 2.
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■aka the following staple atsteaent. The nuaber of particles which 
will show precession at the "free" auon frequency is less than the 
nuaber foraed in C. If we then express the asyaaetry# a', In teras
of the carbon value, a', we write:
C
Nf*’ - _  a*
(free) N ‘ c’ 
o
where ■ Nj + Ny_e and we assuae no other depolarising aechanisas. 
Since the observed values for a' in the hydrocarbon and H2O data were
l/3a' < a* < 2/3a', we aay write:
C C
1 Nf 2 
3 ' He " 3 ’
and since Hj ■ Na - we obtain also:
Hy-e < I  • V  
3
In Section I-D-2 the depolarisation due to the foraation of the 
spin-coupled y-e systea was shown to be *i, due to the loss of signal for 
ay » 0 states. We coabine the results to yield:
a' - . a' . h (13)
y-e N c
o
i a' * 0.013.
C
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This Is the largest signal that was expected to be present for the 
hydrocarbons and H2O at low fields. Because of the very snail signal 
expected the non-linear fitting procedures which included either 4 or w 
as free parameters were not used. For these low field runs the values 
for 4 were taken from the C calibration runs as a starting point and a 
frequency search analysis was performed. The weak dependence on 4 shown 
in the high field runs and the stability of the phase angle 4 through­
out each sequence of runs made a search for 4 unnecessary. The results 
of the frequency search procedure for the low field runs of Pilot Bt 
polyethylene, and toluene are shown in Figure 21, where asymmetry a' 
is plotted vs. the value of the frequency u. No peaks in the region 
of 2.1 MHz were seen for any run. This frequency corresponded to the 
approximate value expected for the n-e system. The deviations from 
zero at low values of frequency were caused by small errors in the 
background B. The values for Xy showed no change over the full range of 
frequency for any of these runs. A single run with a C target was 
made at low fields in order to observe any systematic errors which might 
be produced by the slowly precesslng "free" signal known to be 
present in C. W  p-e signal was expected since the depolarization is 
accounted for by the atomic capture and cascade mechanisms alone. The 
results of the frequency search procedure for this low field C run 
are shorn in Figure 21(a).
The results for asymmetry are quoted for the standard two-parameter 
linear analysis with the value of u fixed at the calculated frequency
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of procession for the hypothetical p-e system. The results for the 
low field hydrocarbon runs as given in Table V for the P - 1, a^ ■ 1 
state of the spin-coupled u-e systea were:
Pilot B aQ • -0.001 t  0.003
Toluene -0.001 ± 0.004
Polyethylene 0.0 ± 0.004.
D. Liquid Oxygen
Liquid O2 was also used as a target. It was expected that anions 
stopped in this strongly paramagnetic substance would give no "free" 
signal. Runs at both high and low fields were made in order to : (1)
confirm the expected result of a0 • 0.0 at the "free" muon frequency; 
and, (2) to inveatlgate the possibility of formation of the p-e syatem.
If this system were formed by all stopped muons, after the atomic cas­
cade to the ground state the largest signal expected for O2 at
3 17
would be approximately 2Z. *
Figure 13 Includes plots of both high and low field data for 
liquid O2.
1. Llfetimea and Stainleaa Steel Background 
The liquid O2 data and the liquid He data both included contanlna-
28
tlon from p“ stopping in Fe. The lifetime for muons In Fe is 0.2057 psec. 
The presence of this contamination did not contribute kny significant 
errors in the analysis if the first 0.4 psec. of decay information were 
omitted from the fitting procedures. For this reason a time interval
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of 0.4 to 4.4 psec. was choaan as tha standard interval for data 
analysis for tha asyanatry results reported in Table V. Tha precision 
was laproved, however, by first subtracting the stainless steel back­
ground. A aultlparaaeter linear analysis procedure was perforaed for 
the O2 data using the expression,
H(t) - NM e-t/TFe + Noe_t/T + B, (14)
to represent the data. No large precession signal was present in the 
data and therefore reasonably good values for x* were obtslned with 
this representation. The paraaeters N-g, N0 and B were free, and a 
data window of 0.2 to 6.5 psec. was used. The results of this proce­
dure for N88 and B without errors are Included in Table VII. The un­
certainty for Nss was approxiaately 0.25 ’ N88 and for B was approxi- 
aately 0.05 * B.
The saae representation (14) was used in the lifetiae fitting pro­
cedure. This procedure was a three-paraaeter non-linear analysis for 
the best values of the psraaeters N0, t , and B where Ngg was taken froa 
the previous background analysis. Tha resulting values for t for both 
the high field run and the low field run were included in the weighted 
mean lifetiae result for 0 2 * This aean result also included the life­
time values froa the 1 ^ 0 data and was:
t - (1.816 t 0.008) psec., for HjO and liquid O2 .
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2. Frequency Seerch - Asymmetry Results 
The saae method of analysis was used for both high and low fields 
due to the low values of the precession signal. The frequency search 
procedure was used to analyse the data for the presence of a signal at 
a frequency In the range of (0.05 to 3.0) MHz. The results for the 
high field run (O2 118) are shown In Figure 17(d). A signal exists 
at the "free" p“ frequency but Is only one standard deviation away froa 
a null result. The low field run (O2 119) was analyzed in the saae 
manner and gave a small signal approximately two standard deviations 
from the null result. However, when the analysis data window was in­
creased to 6 psec. Instead of the 4 psec. Interval used in the fre­
quency search procedure, both results were consistent with no residual 
polarization.
The results for liquid O2 for both high and low fields are given 
in Table VII. The procedure used was the standard two-parameter fit 
to N0 and a' used in the frequency search procedure and the data inter­
val was 0.28 to 6.28 psec. The stainless steel background was sub­
tracted during the analysis, and the results for the asymmetry a' were:
a' ■ +0.001 i 0 .0 0 2 , for "free" p“ precession, 
and a' » -0.003 ± 0.002, for (p-e), F - 1, m^ - 1.
E. Liquid Helium
The He was contained in the stainless steel target cylinder and 
the surrounding vacuum walls were also of stainless steel construction.
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This material in tha back walls was not eliminated from the u“ stop 
signal and it was the main contribution to the background in the He 
runs. The three-parameter linear fitting procedure for N|g, NQ, and 
B that was used for the liquid O2 data was also used here. The re­
sults for Nsg and B are given in Table VII for both high field and 
lew field runs.
Figure 14 presents the He data for both values of precession 
field. The background, B, in the expression,
(N(t) - B>e+t/T/N0,
Included the best estimate for the stainless steel background, and B 
was actually time dependent.
B(t) - N„e“t/Tss + B.
The Figure also includes data from C. For this single C data run the 
target was located inside of the He dewar and also included some stain­
less steel background. The large precession signal found for C is ap­
parent in the Figure. This run served as the calibration for the fre­
quency and phase angle of the "free" d"  spin precession. One other cali­
bration target, an array of thin Pilot B sheets, was run in the dewar 
configuration. This run Included the saae phototube and electronic ar­
rangement which were used in the liquid He runs. The results for the C 
run (22) are given in Table I and for the Pilot B erray (23) in Table VI. 
The plastic array target gave an asymmetry result consistent with runs 
made with a thicker terget of Pilot B at high fields.
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1. Lifetimes
After the subtraction of the stainless steel background a three- 
parameter non-linear procedure for NQ, t , and B was used to determine 
the best value for the p" lifetime in He. The result for He as given 
In Table IV was:
t - (2.186 i 0.014) psec.
Since the precision of this value was about five times worse than
28that of the tabulated value, t - (2.1982 ± 0.0026) psec., the latter 
value was used in the asymmetry fitting procedure.
2. Frequency Search
Figure 17 Includes a plot of the asymmetry results from the fre­
quency search procedure for the high field liquid He data. There is 
no precession signal evident at the "free" p~ frequency. The large 
excursions at low frequencies were due to the uneorrected stainless 
steel background present in all He data. Figure 21(b) shows the results 
for a low field He run and the saae lack of any precession signal is 
apparent.
3. Asymmetry Results
The frequency search analysis for liquid He runs gave no apparent 
peaks for any frequency when the stainless steel background was taken 
into account. The values from the frequency search were constant for 
all values of frequency. The runs at high fields were also analysed by
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the two-paraaetar linear fitting procedure with NQ and a' as free 
paraaeters. The frequency and phase angle were taken froa the C 
calibration run (22). The stainless steel background was Included In 
the functional representation of N(t) and the aaplltude Nsa was taken 
froa the background analysis procedure described above. The functional 
fora of N(t) was given by equation (11).
The stainless steel lifetiae (tss ■ T?e ■ 0.2057 ysec.) and the
211heliua lifetiae ( t ■ ” 2.1982 ysec.) were taken froa Eckhause, et al.,
and the data interval was (0.28 to 6.28) ysec., or 6.0 ysec. wide.
The results of this procedure and the values used for N$g and B 
are given in Table VII. The weighted aean for the high field results 
was:
a 1 - -0.002 ± 0.004.
The weighted aean of the low field results was: 
a' " 0.0 ± 0.003 (F ■ 1, ip * 1; y-e).
Both of these results are consistent with total depolarisation of 
the auon spin at the tlae of decay.
V. DISCUSSION OP RESULTS
A. Summary
4 3
The mechanises proposed by Mann and Rose, and by Shmushkevich,
are sufficient to explain the depolarization of u“ in aetals haring
1 15 29nuclear spin I ■ 0, Experimentally * * measured e asynmetrles
from p" decay in C and Mg and other nuclear spin zero targets have 
shown good agreement with the predicted value a,, ■ >0.055, correspond­
ing to a residual noon polarization of *v 0.17. Here a0 is the asynmetry 
parameter in the expression,
N(t) - N0e"Xt*{l + a0cos(ut + ♦)}.
All measurements of the asynmetry parameter aQ in equation (2) in­
clude a factor P, the polarization of the muon at the instant of 
decay. Since the quantity of theoretical interest is the asymmetry 
parameter a<» (or equivalently the final muon polarization at the in­
stant of decay) it is necessary to remove tha beam polarization 
factor Pb in order to compare our results with theoretical prediction.
To deduce the value of Pj, we compare our observed asyasmtry in C (cf. 
Table V) of a0 ■ -0.048 ± 0.003 with the "accepted value" ao » 0.055, 
attributing the lower value measured in this experiment to a beam
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polarisation of ■ 0.87 ± 0.05. In tha remainder of this Section, 
however, we have not removed this polarisation factor froa the ob­
served asymmetries, on the grounds that even the "accepted value" has 
s o m  uncertainties associated with earlier MasureMnts of bean 
polarisation. This is equivalent to an assuaption of 100Z bean 
polarisation, or to placing an enphaais on the relative asymMtrles
rather than on their absolute values.
30In this experiment we have confined the results of Ignatenko,
et al.,^***’ for C and Mg but have found contradictory results for
MasureMnts in l^O and in several hydrocarbons. The earlier experl-
19Mnts reported values of aQ in RjO, paraffin, Mg and polyethylene 
all in good agreeMnt with the C value. Our experlnent and one per- 
forned simultaneously by Evseev, et al.?®show significantly reduced 
values for a0 for the hydrogenous Mterlals. Table V gives the best 
values for ao aeasured in this experlnent. The high field results are 
asymmetries for the electron distribution attributed to the decay of a 
bound muon whose spin processes at its characteristic Lanor precession 
frequency.
“p " yvE° " radians/sec.,
for a 100 G field. Here » e/m^c. The results for the hydrogenous
targets all show low valuas for ao of approximately one-half the value
measured in C. The low value for O2 (in H2O) of a0 ■ -0.019 t  0.002
31was noted in earlier experiment by other investigators.
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The expected total depolarisation In strongly paramagnetic liquid 
Oj has bam confirmed by a result of Sg ■ 0.003 ± 0.004 in this sub­
stance.
The surprising result of complete depolarisation of ti~ stopped in
1 2liquid He reported by Kane and Hughes was also confirmed in this ex­
periment. For high field data our result was:
a0 ■ -0,003 ± 0.005.
The possible formation of the neutral atom 4p~He e“) was investi­
gated by using low precession fields and searching for a precession 
signal at the frequency expected for the F - 1 , m^ ■ 1 state of the 
spin-coupled ti-e system. This frequency was given by:
“ - W  • V  
UB
where Yy_e - _  (1 + ■*/«,)• 
h
The results for this frequency were also consistent with total de­
polarization and were:
a0 - -0.002 ± 0.003.
The results for the hydrogenous materials and for liquid He are in 
disagreement with the predicted polarization and further mechanisms are 
required to explain the depolarization. Some possible mechanisms for
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the total depolarisation in liquid He are discussed In Section V-B.
The low results for the hydrogenous asterlals are discussed In Sec­
tion V-C.
B. Liquid Hellua
The results for this material are particularly puszling because 
of the simplicity of the atomic system. However, there are significant 
differences between the cascade mechanisms for muonlc He atoms and 
muonlc C. The Initial capture may proceed In the same way by the Auger 
ejection of an e“ from the capturing atom. After thus arriving at an 
initial level characterized by the quantum numbers n", 1", and J", the 
ti~ then makes a series of transitions through various Intermediate 
levels n’» i', j', and finally arrives in the Is state from which it 
decays. In C the first five successive transitions are probably made 
by the Auger ejection of the remaining e”. At this point the v " in C
will have reached a level with n * 6 . These stages are characterized
32by Auger rates given by:
r (Auger) io13" 14 sec.” 1
The subsequent transitions from n 9 6 to n ■ 1 proceed by both radia­
tive transitions and by further Auger ejection of e” which have been
resupplied to the C atom. In conductors the resupply rates are greater
12than 10 /aec. so that the atom remains neutral throughout most of the 
cascade process. In He, however, several differences arise. After 
being captured the u” may make only one internal Auger tranaltion.
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Because of che tightly bound e~ in surrounding He atoaa no neutraliza­
tion is expected to take place. The radiative rates at levels of 
large principal quantua nuaber n are characteristically 10 sec.-* and
auch alover than the collision rates with surrounding He atoms
12 -1(> 10 sec. at 4.2 K). The cascade then M y  proceed by the ejection 
of an e~ froa a neutral He atoa during a collision. During these col­
lisions it is expected that Stark aixlng of adjacent levels of the 
angular aonentua £ for the saae principal quantua nuaber n will occur.
The following diagraa is a representation of soae of the possible 
transitions which can occur from "circular" (£ - n-1 ) and near "circular" 
orbits for principal quantua nuaber n ■ 14.
? " radiative dipole 
* (A£-l)
iN Auger Multipole <2H)
(A£»N)
The Auger transition rates of higher aultlpole order have been calculated 
by Russell^ and can be benerally described by:
r (2N Auger) - 10“3*N r (Auger-dipole),
where the 2N represents the aultlpole order and the transitions are to 
the saae final value for n. It is energetically forbidden for the n ■ 14
£-10 £-11 £-12 £-13
n-14
n-11 £-10
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level to undergo Auger transitions with An < 3 and for this reason the
levels of n - 12, and 13 have been omitted from the diagram. The
radiative transitions are dipole and proceed to final states with the
minimum possible value of n. At this level in liquid He (n ■ 14,
7 -1
1 - 13) the radiative rate to (13, 12) is 6.9 * 10 sec. and the A£ • 3 
Auger rate as calculated by Russell is approximately 2 * 10^ sec.'**', 
w*»i!e the rates out of the state (14, 12) are 8.1 * 10^ sec.-*' for 
radiative dipole and 2 * 10^ sec."* for Al* 2 Auger. The Auger transi­
tions are to the same final state (11, 10). The transition from (14,
11) to (11, 10) is an Auger dipole transition with a rate of 5.2 *
10** sec."* The rates given here are calculated in the manner used by
33 _ _
Michael with the substitution of the v mass for the K mass. Hare
it not for Stark mixing during collision with other He atoms, these
high angular momentum states would not rapidly depopulate. This would
34lead to a small fraction of "trapped" muons as suggested by Condo in 
an attempt to explain the long cascade time of »” in liquid He (t^  *3.19 *
10-*° sec.).35 If the Stark mixing occurred at a rate on the order of
12 -1
10 sec. to adjacent levels the cascade should proceed at least an 
order of magnitude faster than the experimentally measured value. The 
pions should arrive in an s state within a few x 10-** sec. If Stark 
mixing is reduced by the same order as the high multipole Auger transi­
tion from the 1 ■ 13 to the 1 * 11 level then the rate out of the state 
(14, 13) would be approximately,
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T {Stark (£*13 + £*41)) + T {Anger (14, 12) ■+ (11, 10))
« 5 • 109 sac."1
If all of tha aesona vara to initially fora high angular noaantua atataa 
lnataad of tha saall fraction avggaatad by Condo, then the long w” cas­
cade tlaa conld be explained. If the Stark rates to adjacent levels 
are reduced by two orders of aagnltude then the (14, 13) level is again 
aetastable and "trapping" of only a saall fraction of i’ will explain 
the cascade tlae.
The initial distribution of the w” in the initial (n, £) levels
has been a subject of Interest in explaining the aeasured X-ray yields
36 37
in liquid He. * Coaputer coded cascade slaulations have been used to 
study the dependence of the relative yields &a/Kg end Ka/ell K for 
pionic end nuonlc atous. The initial £ distribution was varied accord-
ft#
ing to P (£) « (21 + l)a where a was found to be negative for the auonlc
3
He data. The Stark alxlng ratea were not varied but were sufficient 
to depopulate the trapped high angular noaantua states.
If we do not consider the possibility of Stark aixing then the two 
highest angular noaantua states for n - 14 are "trapped" and aust pro­
ceed by radiative transitions or slow Auger transitions. Muons with 
n ■ 14, £ - 11 will aake a fast dipole Auger transition to the state
(1 1 , 1 0) which is also aetastable with an estlaated rate for coabined
At » 2 Auger transition to (9, 8 ) and radiative dipole to (10, 9) of
r tot * 5 • 108 sec.-1 (r  rad(11-10) -*• (10, 9) - 1.5 * 10+ 8 sec.”1).
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If the Initial population of the angular momentum state* is assumed to 
be statistical then 38Z of the stopped stums would remain at these 
high n levels for times characteristic of the radiative rates or 
t ■ 0.6 • 10“® sec. We now consider the effect of the remaining e“.
For this discussion we aust neglect the state (14, 12) which Is assumed 
to have ejected the second e~ In making the allowed dipole Auger transi­
tion. The w” trapped In the Initial levels may now form a spin- 
coupled angular momentum system with the remaining e~. As noted before, 
the characteristic frequency of precession of the system is:
■ 8.79 * 106 rad/(gauss sec.) ' H^,
O
and for 100 G fields would be approximately 8.8 * 10 rad/sec. The
—8phase contributed by this coupling, lasting for t ■ 0.6 * 10 sec., 
to the initial y“ spin direction would be * 5 radians. The system 
will remain until the u” falls to a level where Auger ejection of this 
e“ is allowed and the u“ will subsequently reach the groond state of the 
positively charged muonlc He atom. The fact that such p~-e~ precession 
was not observed in this experiment does not counter this argument since, 
in this scheme, the system exists for only 10“® sec. If this nechanism 
were allowed it would require that 80Z of the initially captured muons 
reach these trapped levels in order to account for the total depolarisa­
tion noted here. Since we have turned off the Stark mixing for this 
argument, and nlnce the atonic capture process of both t‘ and v“ should 
be nearly identical, this formation would predict v" cascade times of
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—8approximately 10 seconds which la In obvious disagreement with the 
measured value of 3.19 * 10-*-® see.^®*^ We must then argue for 
either Increased Stark mixing rates or a large shift toward lower values 
of angular momentum In the Initial capture populations. The cascade 
times for In liquid Be from levels of n ■ 16. assuming no trapping, 
are approximately 5 * 10*11 seconds. Negative pions begin their cas­
cades from slightly higher initial values of the principal quantum
12number n, but the rates for the allowed transitions are still > 10 
sec.”* Condo pointed out that only a few such "traps" could explain 
the long cascade tine results if they were trapped appreciably longer 
than 10-10 seconds. It has been found that in order to explain the
3
relative yields of the plonlc Kg/Ka and K^all K X-rays In liquid .He
6 36
and He, a large shift toward low values of I  was required. This Is
inconsistent with the arguments presented above which would tend to 
fill "circular orbits".
The He-muonlc ion (u~He)+ is not likely to be neutralized by the 
recapture of an e~. The e“ of neighboring He atoms are bound by ap­
proximately 6 times the energy as in the proton-llke (p~He)+ ion. The 
e~ which might possibly be captured by this Ion would be those ejected 
from neighbors during the early stages of the cascade. During the final 
stages while Auger deexltation is still the dominant mechanism, the 
energy given to the external e“ is sufficient to insure their disappearance 
from the region of the muonlc helium ion.
The possible formation of large clusters in liquid He (u~He)*EieQ 
has been suggested but it is not expected that these aggregations would
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have any net magnetic influence on the u~ spin.
In summarizing these remarks concerning the depolarisation in liquid
He little can be said of a definitive nature. The cascade and capture
3
Mechanisms proposed by Shnushkevich are insufficient to explain the 
depolarization found in liquid He. The possibility of e" recombination 
with the muonic ion has been investigated by looking for the spin 
coupled precession. We have ruled out the possibility of the formation 
of the (Hep~e~) neutral atom if the muon is still polarised (P -  61)
in the ground state and if the recombination is assumed to take place
—A +7in less than 10 ° sec. A slow recombination rate of the order of 10
s e c would result in a random Initial phase for the g-e system being
investigated.
The evidence for low angular momentum populations found in the *~
- 3 4and u X-ray yields in both liquid He and He strongly suggest that
the cascade mechanisms of Shnushkevich are altered and the depolariza­
tion may certainly be affected by this change. If the depolarization 
in liquid He is due to bulk effects, a measurement of the decay electron 
distribution from v~ stopped in He gas might yield a detectable asymmetry. 
One other noble gas has shown similar properties. Kane1, observed
40
a complete lack of polarization in liquid Argon. Backenatoss, et al., 
observed the X X-rays in gaseous Argon at 180 atm. The resulting spectra 
showed no Kg (3P-ls) transitions in the pure gas, but when it served as 
an impurity in gaseous H this transition became apparent. The simul­
taneous measurement of the K (2P-ls) transition in liquid He and the
(X
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decay distribution, sight provide some Information aa to the mechanisms 
Involved in the depolarisation.
C. Hydrocarbons and Hater
22Ponomarev has suggested that evidence is strongly in favor of the
formation of large mesic molecules when or p" are stopped in chemical
compounds. Zinov, et al.,** have found significant changes in the
muonle Kv/all K relative X-ray yields when measured first in pure metals
42and then in oxides. Panofsky, et al., found results indicating that 
a strong deviation from capture rates measured in mixtures was found 
when measured in compound^ of the same materials. The capture process,
ir“ p -► n + x°
for H2 was identified by the detection of the y tays emitted in the
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decay of the w°. The "Z law" predicts that this process should be 
simply proportional to the compound ratios or that,
W<Z« V  ■ a/*2.
where W - probability for the process »“ ♦ p -*• n *► »°, per stopped 
The results for measurements made in LiH, various hydrocarbons, H2G and 
other materials, gave results, in disagreement with the Z law, which 
could be approximated well by:
W(Z H ) • anZ“3/m.■ n
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Ponomarev has proposed that some of the negative mesons nap be stopped 
in molecular orbits of the ^  molecule, by an adiabatic replacement 
of the valence electrons. The probability for traneitlons to the statea 
of the Isolated pji” aton are snail. This is due to the low radiative 
rates out of the solecular orbitals as compared to the Anger tranaltion 
rates. The Auger effect requires a large overlap between the final 
meson state and the initial state of the ejected e~. Since there are 
no e“ in Isolated H atomic states, no Auger transitions are possible.
The only e~ in Isolated atomic atatea are in statea of the Z atom.
The ii~ will quickly form the Zu" atom by the Auger ejection of one of 
these atomic e”. The rates for processes such as )i' •» molecular orbi­
tal -*■ H -► Zp“ are therefore small. Raeulta in hydrocarbone required a 
modification of the expresalon for W resulting in:
W(CmHn) «  nZ“2/vn.
Here v is the number of valence electrons in the C atom. The enhance­
ment of Z/v is proposed to take into account the two a electrona in the 
C atom, thasa form a closed shell and it la argued that they do not par­
ticipate in the initial captura procesa. In the picture presented for 
these disruptions in the capture probabilities only the C-H or Z-H bonds 
are considered.
If we make the assumption that all a- in the molecule are equivalent 
and omit the la •“ in C, then the probability for forming molecular atatas 
at initial captura is given by:
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W i(W  - 2n/(n + v . )
If these orbitels lead to total depolarisation of the ti~ through some 
aechaniea then the residual polarisation would be:
if we neglect the Is e” in 0.
For HgO we night expect elallar results although the valence bond 
structures and chenical behavior of the ii’ are probably quite different. 
It should be noted that the results of this experiment are not in de­
tailed agreement with these predictions. Our results show a slight in­
crease in asynnetry values for increasing H fractions. In general, the 
approximately one-half loss in polarisation for these tergets is at 
least qualitatively explained by these arguments. The transitions from
c I■ (1 - W,) • *_ - vn - n . a
1  O      I
vn + a o
C
(4m -HO
For several hydrogenous materials we obtain:
CH i
ao - 3/5 . a(o
C
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nolecular orbitals to bound atonic levels In C nay be to states with 
significantly lower values of angular nonentun than in the direct atonic 
capture process. This could then lead to nearly coeplete depolarisation
In the subsequent cascade to the ground atata.
The two hydrocarbons, Pilot B and polyethylene, which are reported
In this experlnent gave sons Indication of a slow (3 usee.) relaxation
tine for the asyuuetry paraneter a'. Such relaxations nlpht be due to
randon recapture of sonc of the e** Into the partially ionised y“C aton.
A slow reconbinatlon rate for these e~ could aean that the y" foms the
y~e” systen only for short tinss as conpared to Its llfetlne so that at
a later tine the y“ is again free fron the nagnetlc Influence of the e“.
In this nanner the y" would gradually lose their polarisation. The
possibility of a large fraction of the y” finding their way flrat to a H
aton and being depolarised by the hyperflne structure and then decaying
there Is argued against by sone recent neasurenents of asy netry In
44hydrocarbons. R. Arlt, et al., neasured u decay asynetry in coinci­
dence with a C Kg or higher X transition X-ray. This experlnent was 
perforned for the C X-rays In paraffin. The result for the asynetry 
was the sane for that neasured in the paraffin with no X-ray detection 
or a 1/2 • a£. It night be surprising if this were not so,
since we have argued that low angular nonentun states can contribute 
nore strongly to the depolarising nechanlsns set forth by Shnushkevich,
and It seens that the higher K transition yields would result fron a
lowering of the Initial angular nonantun. Because of the fairly large
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errors involved In our asymmetry values such a dependence on Che exact 
cascade scheme would be hard Co determine. We have proposed earlier 
Chat a measurement of the e” distribution in coincidence with observa­
tion of the muonlc Ka X-ray transition would be of interest since these 
events must include the cascade transitions from circular orbits.
In summary, it appears fron the hydrocarbon data that the molecular 
processes suggested by Gershtein2*- end Ponomarev^ at least have pointed 
to the most likely sources of depolarisation In these substances.
D. Liquid Oxygen
The velocity of a thermallxed muonlc 0 atom at liquid O2 tempera­
tures Is approximately 10^ cm/sec. At this velocity the muonlc system 
experiences approximately 3 • 1011 collisions per second. The col- 
lislonal depolarization of the muonlc 0 atom is explained In the fol­
lowing manner. We assume a random orientation of the magnetic moments 
of the unpaired 0 valence e” during these collisions and estimate the 
fields experienced by the 11* during each collision by 2p^/a0 * 1.2 *
105 gauss. We further assume that a statistical variation in the rela­
tive number of opposite orientations will yield approximately
N - A  • 3 • 1011 sec.-1
net collisions with the fields oriented along some axis. The time of 
interaction is taken as 10-*-2 sec. and we obtain the following value 
for the expected random phase accumulation 4^,
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♦r “ (^t • 3 • 1011) • (3 • 1<T2 radians).
For t » 10“® seconds Pr s 1.5 radians. And for t ■ 10"2 seconds +r *
5 radians. This is sufficient to depolarise the noon spin for the 
purposes of this experiment.
This depolarisation is more severe for p-e coupled system due to 
the larger magnetic moment. The results of this experlnent are consis­
tent with total depolarisation of the muon in < 10“® seconds.
E. Conclusions
The search for a precession signal from the spin-coupled (p“-e“) 
atomically bound system yielded no residual polarisation for any target 
substance employed. No evidence was found for the formation of the neu­
tral atom (He++p“e“). If this neutral system were formed in less than 
10“® sec. with a probability - 111 while the p“ was still polarised, and 
in the atomic ground state, the low field search would have yielded a 
measurable polarisation result. Other mechanisms must be present for 
the explanation of the He result. The formation of the (y“He)+He mole­
cular ion may occur, but the binding is through dispersive faces only
32at an lnternudear spacing of several Bohr radii. This molecule is
therefore not expected to influence the p" spin. Other experimental
36 37evidence * argues against the possible "trapping” of the p~ in high 
angular momentum states before the atomic cascade to the ground state, 
and therefore the depolarising effects associated with the electrons in 
the formation of the (p”He)+ atom are assumed to be negligible.
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The hydrocarbon and H2O result* are qualitatively explained by
the theoretical predictions based on the formation of muonlc molecular
22states preceding the cascade to the ground state. Ho evidence was 
seen for the formation of the (ji“-e“) spin-coupled system in the hydro­
carbon targets of Pilot B sclntillant, polyethylene, and toluene.
The enhanced populations of tha low angular momentum states,
22predicted from the molecular formation in the hydrocarbons and re-
36 37qulred by the X-ray yield measurements in liquid He, * may be the
cause for the depolarisation observed. A large deviation from the
statistical (2 t + 1) angular momentum distribution would alter the 
3,4
prediction based on the fine structure interaction during the atomic 
cascade, in a way which would lead to lower polarisation of the u~.
Since both the depolarisation and X-ray yields show strong de­
pendence on the atomic cascade and on the initial populations of the 
angular momentum states, it would perhaps be useful to perform the 
cascade calculations with both X-ray yield and final polarisation as 
constraints. It is also possible to measure the residual polarisation
in these substances in coincidence with the observation of a specific 
44X-ray transition. These measurements might give some information about 
the effect of a particular cascade path on the ground state polarisa­
tion of the u“.
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TABLE II 
TARGET THICKNESS
Target
Carbon
Magnesium 
Helium (liquid)(a)
h2°
02 (liquid) 
Pilot B 
Toluene 
Polyethylene 
Paraffin
(b)
Thickness
4.41 g/cm2 
1.74 
1.59 
5.47 
11.0 
5.20 
4.40 
4.68 
5.95
Dimensions (cn)
W H T
15.3 *15.3 *3.0
10.2 *10.2 *1.27
15.3 cm cylinder
15.3 *15.3 *5.5 
10 cm cylinder
15.3 *15.3 *5.0
15.3 *15.3 *5.0
15.3 *15.3 *5.0
15.3 *15.3 *6.7
(a) The helium was contained in the target cryostet.
(b) The liquid was contained in a cylindrical stainless steel dewar, 
of 25 cm height and 10 cm inside diameter.
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TABLE III
ENERGY AND GEOMETRY CORRECTION FACTORS
Target (•)Xo F(x0) Q/4f F(Q)
Carbon 0.115 1.0054 0.130 0.858
Magnealua 0.078 1.0017 0.130 0.859
Hallua (liquid) 0.074 1.0015 0.119 0.858
H20 (dlatllled) 0.156 1.0129 0.131 0.856
Oxygen (liquid) 0.200 1.0259 0.133 0.850
Pilot B Sclntlllant 0.142 1.0099 0.131 0.856
Toluene (reagent) 0.125 1.0069 0.131 0.856
Polyethylene 0.139 1.0093 0.131 0.856
Paraffin 0.165 0.0151 0.132 0.854
(a) E la tha alnlaua enargy of alactroaa which will panetrate 1/2 
or tha target thlckaasa and counter 4 of the talascopa. xQ is 
tha ratio of E0 to tha aexlnua energy of decay electrona.
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TABLE IV 
NEGATIVE MOON LIFETIMES
Element H u d  Llfetlu / x
This Experiment Earlier Work
He (2.186 t  0.014)xl0~6 esc. (2.1982 t  0.0026)xl0~6 sec.
C 2.027 ± 0.004 2.034 ± 0.004
0 1.816 i 0.008 1.812 ± 0.010
Mg 1.105 i 0.040 1.070 ± 0.030
(a) M. Eckhause, R. T. Siegel, R. E. Welsh, and T. A. Filippas,
Noel. Phys. 81. 575 (1966). This paper includes a compilation 
of Lifetimes measured prior to 1965.
TABLE V
SUMMAR7 OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS^
Analysed Events -aQ^
A. High Fields (Analysed for free soon precession)
Carbon 1.990 x 106 0.048 1 0.003(<
Magnesiun 0.433 0.044 ± 0.004
Helios 0.183 0.003 ± 0.005
H20 (distilled) 0.968 0.019 ± 0.002
Oxygen (liquid) 0.332 0.003 ± 0.004
Pilot B Scintlllant 0.875 0.016 ± 0.002
Toluene (reagent) 0.543 0.021 ± 0.003
Polyethylene 0.667 0.022 t  0.002
Paraffin 0.621 0.026 i 0.002
B. Low Fields (Analysed for y-e hyperfine precession)
Oxygen (liquid) 0.334 x 106 0.008 ± 0.004
Helium (liquid) 0.382 0.002 ± 0.003
Pilot B Sclntillsnt 0.356 0.001 ± 0.003
Toluene (reagent) 0.336 0.001 ± 0.004
Polyethylene 0.296 0.0 ± 0.004
(a) The results quoted here are for a two parameter fitting pro­
cedure for V0 and a' on each individual data set. The data 
interval was from 0.4 usee, to 4.4 usee.
(b) The value given for a0 is ths weighted meen of the results 
from eaeh single run of ths same target. Corrections for 
solid angle and electron energy loss are included.
(c) The errors quoted are not statistical but represent the stan- 
dard deviation for the weighted mean calculated fron all the 
results of indlvldusl runs of the ssne target.
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Target
TABLE VI
RESULTS FOR HYDROGENOUS MATERIALS AT HIGH FIELDS
X2 M0 * ♦ B
v xlO* rad/acc. radians
(»)
- • (b>
HjO
Run 16 
112 
114
0.96
0.92
1.01
3662H2
5282116
6010113
8.2710.08
8.6910.16
8.7810.13
2.5810.34
2.9510.42
3.0410.27
3312
8313
9713
0.01710.003
0.01610.003
0.01510.002
Pilot B Sclntlllant
Run 14 
(c)23 
106 
109
1.02
1.10
0.94
1.09
4547112
61014
3865112
3832112
8.3510.13
8.5910.30
9.1010.15
8.6510.19
2.6510.28
2.5710.57
2.7910.33
3.1310.47
5613
411
6713
6713
0.01410.003
0.01B10.008
0.01510.003
0.01210.003
Polyethylene
Run 12 1.03 5404112 8.5110.08 2.6610.20 5012 0.01910.002
104 1.09 3918110 8.6710.10 2.9010.24 58l2 0.01910.003
Paraffin
Run 103 0.83 3837114 8.4H0.10 3.1210.26 8013 0.02510.003
113 0.93 4836113 8.7610.11 2.7310.26 8513 0.02110.003
Toluene
Run 110 0.98 3842111 8.7110.10 3.1010.26 6512 0.01810.003
115 0.96 3755111 8.6810.10 3.1510.24 6212 0.02010.003
(a) The results reported here are fron a five paraneter fit for NQ, a', 
tt, 4, and B over the data interval 0.28 psec. to 6.08 usee.
(b) Asynaetry results do not include corrections for solid angle or 
electron energy loss.
(c) Array of thin sheets inside of stainless steel devar.
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TABLE VII 
ASYMMETRY RESULTS^
„ <b> .(b) 2(c) || (c) .(c,d)
SS 8 XV "O “*
A. High Field* (Analysed for free soon precession) 
(C-22)(e)
Hellua 24 318 13 1.04 867 1 3 0.004 ± 0.005
26 255 19 0.94 903 ± 4 0.002 ± 0.005
28 254 10 0.93 638 t 3 -0.001 1 0.006
(C-117)
Oxygen 118 800 75 0.98 5154 t 9 -0.001 t 0.002
Low Fields<f) (Analysed for p-e hyperflne precession)
(C-22)
Hellua 25 1000 22 1.15 3966 t 7 -0.000 ± 0.003
27 390 10 0.96 1082 t 4 -0.001 t 0.005
(C-15)
Pilot B 18 none 42 1.04 4981 ± 9 -0.001 t 0.003
Polyethylene 19 none 30 1.09 4134 t 8 -0.002 ± 0.003
(C-117)
Oxygen 119 800 76 0.91 5162 t 9 0.003 t 0.002
Toluene 120 none 38 0.98 4693 ♦ 8 0.002 t 0.003
(a) These runs were analyzed by a two parameter linear procedure for 
N0 and a'.
(b) These values are results of a three parameter analysis for Nss, No. 
and B. The aaount of stainless steel background is given by its 
amplitude at t ■ 0, Nls.
(c) These results are fron a two paraaeter analysis N0 and a' which used 
the results froa (b) for subtraction of stainless steel background. 
The data Interval was froa 0.28 psec. to 6.28 psec.
(d) Asywetry results do not Include corrections for solid angle or 
electron energy loss.
(e) Values of the precession frequency and phase angle used here were 
taken froa the C calibration run shown In parentheses.
(f) Here the frequency was calculated froa the expected precession rate 
of the F ■ 1, ap • 1 state of the p-e systea and values for the 
phase were taken froa the indicated C high field calibration run.
VII. APPENDICES
APPENDIX A 
Least Squares Analysis Procedure
A complete description of the general fitting procedures for
AC
statistical data is given by Bevington.
The expression which describes the data in this experlnent is 
assuaed to be In the form shown below.
N(t) - N0e“Xt • {1 + a'cos (tot + ♦)} + B, (A-l)
where NQ Is the nuaber of counts In the t ■ 0 bln of the spectrua (for 
s' >0), X is the total disappearance rate for negative auons, a* Is the
asyaaetry coefficient, to is the precession frequency, + is the initial
phase angle, and B is the accidental background rate. This expression 
is not a linear coablnatlon of the paraaeters and therefore a non­
linear analysis is required. An expansion of the function N(t) in the 
fora of a Taylor'a series expansion in the paraaeters was chosen to 
give a locally valid linear approxlaation to N(t).
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where |Q implies evaluation of the function at the initial valuea of 
subsequent corrected values of the paraaeters, fj(t) is the derivative 
of N(t) with respect to the paraneter Pj, p^  is the difference between 
Pj and P^, and P° is the current value of the paraaeter P^. In this 
analysis the technique of least squares was applied to alnialze the 
quantity Chi squared:
_  {7 - H(t )>2
X -  Z  — ------ -^----  . CA-3)
1 °i.
2
where 7^ is the data value at t ■ t^, and , assualng a Poisson
distribution for each point.
Substitution of expression (A-2) for N(t^) in equation (A-3) 
yields:
2 V {Yi " !l(ti) I® " J fj(ti)pJ}
X -  Z ----------------------------- n----------------------------  • ( A“* )
i o 7
A necessary and sufficient condition for a local aininua in is
that all of the first derivatives with respect to the pj vanish.
Jx2
•J* . ---   2 j------------  * 0. (A-5)
,pj 1 “i2
The following identifications were aade:
Ti
1k " 2
j J o,2 (A-6)
V  f1(ti)(Ti ' "^iV
S -  Z   - - - - - - =- - - - - - - - -  5
J i o.
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and froa expression (A-5) ve obtained:
®Jkf k -  Sj . tt-7)
where the repeated subscript k In the product Indicates a sua ower all 
possible values for that subscript. If there are N paraaeters, Is 
an N x N square aatrlx. If these exists an Inverse DI of the aatrlx D 
such that
DIjkDkl - «jt - 1, If J - *■
- 0, If J + I ,  (A-8)
we nay operate on (A-7) with the Inverse DI to obtain:
M ikDkjpj • DI A'
or, substituting (A-8) for D I ^ D ^ , we have:
V i  ‘ ‘ DW  <*-»)
The expressions (A-9), N In nuaber, are the results for the cor­
rections to the peraaeters which yield an approxlaate alnlaua value 
for x2* Froa (A-2) we have - P° + p^. P° Is set to the corrected 
value for P^  and the procedure Is repeated. Successive Iterations were 
perforaed until the values fdr pj were less than the selected convergence 
test value,
Pj - ctest * pj*
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Ctest was typically 0.0001 and 3 to 10 Iterations were required 
depending on the initial estimates for the various paraaeters, before 
this condition was net.
The errors on each paraaeter were deterained froa the statistical 
variations in the data,
The are asauaed Independent of the and Inserting (A-9) into 
(A-10) yields,
(A-10)
(A-ll)
where suaaaation over j is suppressed
Froa (A-6) we obtain:
end — - - f (t^/oj2 , 
3Yi
which when substituted into (A-ll) give
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This simple definition of the statistical error on the paraaeters 
does not Include the off-diagonal contributions linking the paraaeters 
to each other. It is the error reported here where
Error - /DIjj. (A-12)
This procedure was coded in Fortran language for execution on an 
IBM/360 Os Coaputing system at the College of William and Mary and 
subsequently modified for an IBM/1130 DOS system at the Virginia As­
sociated Research Caapus. An important feature of the procedure was 
the subprogram which defined the derivatives fj(t). By Isolating this 
part of the calculation the number and type of the parameters to be 
used in the fit could be easily modified.
The values for reported are normally expressed as where
XJ ■ x^/(number of data points - N).
It should be noted that in two cases the data were able to be ex­
pressed in a linear form.
(1) Stainless steel backgrounds were evaluated by
-X t -Xt
N(t) " Msge + H0e (1 + a'cos(«t + ♦)} + B, (A-13>
where precession was assumed known and only Hg|l NQ and B were fit.
(2) Fits for N0 and a' only resulted in an expression for the
data
N(t) - Nce“^t + A' • e“^  • cos(ut + ♦) + B, (A-14)
where A* ■ a* * H0.
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If we Identify the tens In (A-2) as the products of paraaeters 
and analytic functions rather than corrections and derivatives, then 
the results for the procedure after only one Iteration will be the 
values of the paraaeters. Since none of the functions fj were depen­
dent on the fitted paraaeters "as. »o. A' or B a linear procedure could 
be used. Since all of the s u b s  are the saae, with the new Identifica­
tions of the functions, the saae coaputer procedure could be used.
Using this procedure the coaputer running tine was halved. If a non­
linear procedure was used, after two Iterations the results were Iden­
tical to the linear aodlflcatlon results. By substituting Pj for Pj 
and the appropriate functions froa either (A-13) or (A-14) for 
N(t) |0 and fj(t) In the preceding discussion the linear analysis is 
obtained.
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APPENDIX B 
Corrections to AsyesMtry
I. Solid Anglo Correction 
In equation (2) the parameter a' is experimentally determined 
from the data. For a telescope of finite dimension a correction must 
be made for the following effect. For electrons decaying into the 
solid angle element, dft(8), the expression becomss:
dn(6) - {N0(l + a" • cos(9)) + B> dfl(8), (B-l)
where 8 is the angle between the muon spin and the direction of the 
element of solid angle dQ(6). If we assume a uniform distribution of 
stopping muons the total expression is obtained by integrating dn(8) 
over the target volume and the telescope solid angle.
dn(r'.r)
N(8) - /dr^ /dr,z /_______ \ {N (l+a'cosCetr.r'}))},
ldr’2dr3 *
or N(8) - Nq {//l + a" //cosCetr.r'})}. (B-2)
The expression, //l, represents the product of the average solid 
angle and total volume. This reduces to:
N(6) - Ne {1 + a'F(Q)cos(0)}, (B-3)
where F(Q) » //cos8(r,r,)/{cose' • //!},
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where 6 i* Che angle between the aura spin rad the eyaaetrie target- 
telascopa axis, which was tha baaa axis.
F(0) presenta a correction factor reducing tha value of tha ob­
served asyaaetry. Tha paraaatar a' was than given by tha following ex­
pression :
a' - a"F<Q).
F(Q) was calculated by two aethods. Tha first estlaates ware aada by 
eaploylng a Monta-Carlo selection of values for all five coordinates. 
Later a prograa was written for a Wang prograaaable calculator which 
perforaed a nuaerical integration over the target area and telescope 
solid angle using cylindrical geoaetry along the beaa axis. In this 
way cylindrical target eleaents could be used rad aost of the calcula­
tion could be completed analytically. The corners of the telescope 
were included by nuaerical integration. The results for both aethods 
of calculation were the saae within variations of the values obtained 
by the Monte-Carlo technique. And typical results were:
£_ - 0.13
and F(Q) - 0.86.
2. Energy Corrections 
In Section I the dependence of the decay electron distribution on 
electron energy was given by:
dN(0,x) ■ 2x2{(3-2x) + (l-2x)eos(0)}dxdQ/4w.
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When the above expression is Integrated over all possible 
energies (0 £ x £ 1), the result,
dN(6) ■ (1 + aoeos0)dQ/4x,
Is obtained, where a© » -1/3. If the Integration Is United to 
values of x above soae nlnlnua value x0 the result can be written in 
the following fora:
a"(xQ) - a0 • P(x0).
The Integration over energy is straightforward and gives:
4*o(1 " *o>
F(xo) - 1 +
1 - 2x3 + x4 o o
Values for Xq were calculated based on electron range-energy relation­
ships. The range was assuned to be one-half of the target thickness 
plus the thickness of any notarial between the target and the second 
telescope counter (counter 5). Values for Xq and F(xo) are also given 
In Table II. The energy correction was not Included in an analytical 
way during the solid angle calculation. This Is justified by the rela­
tive sise of this correction as coupared to the solid angle correction. 
The energy corrections are snail and can be approxlnated well by an 
average value for each target. These corrections are also such smaller 
than the statistical errors on the paraneter a' for every run.
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Combining both correction* we obtain the following simple rela­
tionship:
a* - a0 • F(jt,,) • F(fl).
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X. FIGURES
Figure Captions
1. Experimental Arrangement - He Counter in Place.
2. Experinental Arrangement - Targets Other than He.
3 . a. Bending Magnet Curve
b. Muon Differential Range Curve and Decay Event (^STORES")
Range Curve.
4. Electronic Logic. For Targets Other than Liquid He.
5. Cross Section of He Target - Counter.
6. Sapphire Window - Vacuum Seal Detail.
7. Data for Typical High Field C Run and Summed High Field Be Runs.
The plotted points are two channel suns.
8. H2O Data, High Fields (runs 112 and 114). Plotted points are the 
values of the expression
(Y - B) . a*** ,
_  N(t) - N0
where Y is the average of the data points Y^ for an 8 channel in­
terval, and t is the tine at the center of each interval. A C data 
run (15) is Included for comparison.
9. Paraffin Data - High Fields (runs 103, 113), and C Run 102.
(cf. Figure 8.).
10. Pilot B (Plastic Sclntillant) Data, High Field (run 14), Low Field 
(run 18) and C Run 13. (cf. Figure 8).
11. Polyethylene Data, High Field (run 12), Low Field (run 19), and
C run 11. (cf. Figure 8).
12. Toluene Data, High Field (run 110), Low Field (run 120), and C 
run 117. (cf. Figure 8).
13. Liquid O2 Data, High Field (run 118), Low Field (run 119), and 
C run 117. (cf. Figure 8).
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14. Liquid He Data, High Flelda (runa 24, 26, 28 sunned), Low Flalda 
(runs 25, 27 suaned), and C run 22. (cf. Figure 8). Tha C 
target waa located lnelde the He target cylinder.
15. High Field Frequency Resonance Plota for C (run 107), Pilot B (109), 
Toluene (115), Paraffin (113), and Polyethylene (104). The reault 
for asyaaetry a' la plotted vs. the value of u used In the fitting 
procedure.
16. Frequency and Phase Angle Contour Plot. A single C run (117) was 
analysed for the beat value of asyaaetry a* for a range of values
of both paraaeters u, and 4. The asynaetry results are the contours.
17. High Field Frequency Resonance Plots for Liquid He (run 26), Hg 
(108), H2O (112), and Liquid 02 (118). (cf. Figure 15).
18. Tine Dependence of Asynaetry - High Fields H20 and C. The results
of analysis for the paraaeter a' are plotted vs. the first channel
(II) used in the fitting procedure for a fixed data window of 80 
channels or 1.6 usee. The C runs are plotted singly. The results
for H2O are the aeans of the results froa each for the sane first
channel.
19. Tine Dependence of Asynaetry - High Fields. Toluene and Paraffin 
Data. Results plotted are aeans of all runs of the saae target.
(cf. Figure 18).
20. Tine Dependence of Asynaetry - High Fields. Pilot B and Polyethy­
lene Data. (cf. Figure 18).
21. Low Field Frequency Resonance Plots for C (3-23), He (25), Pilot B 
(18), Toluene (120) and Polyethylene (19). (cf. Figure 15).
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